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Volume LXXXXVII No. 132
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. Wayne
Hays stepped down today as chairman
of the House Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee until the in-
vestigation of his role in a payroll-sex
scandal is completed.
Hays said he was relinquishing
control of the committee to avoid
putting an unnecessary and un-
warranted burden on my fellow
Democratic candidates."
The congressman said he is confident
he will be vindicated.
But the Ohio Democrat said he did not
want to have my name on a check
which might be used as a campaign
issue against any Democratic can-
didate." The committee distributes
In Our 97th Year
campaign funds to Democratic
congressional candidates around the
country.
Stepping down marks the first serious
blow to Hays' leadership position since
a woman charged that he put her on his
House Administration Committee
payroll to be his mistress.
In making his announcement, Hays
also said, "I have also decided to call a
meeting of the Committee on House
Administration to discuss with them
any questions concerning my role as
chairman of the House Administration
Committee."
He said he will call a meeting of the
campaign committee next Wednesday
for the election of a temporary chair-
Unions Begin Work
Stoppage On Roads
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A work
stoppage was scheduled to begin today
on most highway construction projects
in Western Kentucky because
teamsters, carpenters and laborers
have been working without a contract
since April 30, labor leaders said
Wednesday.
Projects which would be affected by a
work stoppage include construction of
the Smithland Lock & Dam project on
the Ohio River; a face-lifting project
for downtown Paducah which includes
the placement of utility lines un-
derground; most Interstate 24 con-
struction; work on other roads and
widening of intersections.
An impasse in negotiations between
three unions and the Kentucky High-
way Contractors Association is blamed
for the situation.
Local Western Kentucky union of-
ficials and contractors met Wednesday
morning and said there would be no
strike if contractors discontinued work
on the projects.
If contractors call the men into
work, then picket lines will be started
and a strike will be called," Frank
Korte, of the Four Rivers District
Council of the carpenter's union said.
Billy Harper, president of the
Associated General Contractors of
Western Kentucky, who also is af-
filiated with a local construction firm
doing work on the downtown Paducah
renewal project said men involved in
that project would not be called to work
Thursday.
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man to replace him.
"Although the charge against me has
yet to be substantiated by credible
evidence, I am confident that when all
the facts are presented at the proper
time and in the proper forum, it will be
obvious that the charge against me will
be shown to be false," Hays said.
He accepted no questions from
reporters.
As Hays prepared his statement, the
House ethics committee went into
closed session to decide how to proceed
with its investigation of the charge.
Chairman John J. Flynt, D-Ga., said
it was necessary to close the
proceedings because names in addition
to those of Hays and Elizabeth Ray
would be used and disclosing them
could be damaging.
Flynt added: "There are some things
and some words I don't want to use
publicly."
But Rep. Charles F. Bennett, D-Fla.,
a member of the committee, said:
"We're not really confronted with
filthy, dirty, four-letter words. We're
confronted with acts that can be
described delicately."
House Majority Leader Thomas
O'Neill urged Hays on Wednesday to
temporarily relinquish his chair-
manship of the House
Administration Committee as well.
O'Neill said if Hays refuses to step
down voluntarily, he believes the House
Democratic Caucus will strip him of the
post when it meets June 16.
Meanwhile, the woman who made the
charge against Hays, Elizabeth Ray,
denied a Chicago Tribune report that
says she told federal agents she taped
recorded bedroom intimacies with :3
congressmen and two senators, zold
that she dated official White House
photographer David Kennerly.
"I did not make any accusation like
that at any time," Miss Ray told CBS
News.
One Section — 12 Pages
LEARN TO SWIM PROGRAM ANNOUNCED—The training pool at the new Murray-Calloway County Park will be
ready none-too-soon for three-year old Marc Settimo who participated in the Red Cross Parent-and-Tot swim
program last year and is now anticipating the next step of the program. Shown making plans for the Learn-To-Swim
seasonal program are the director of the park system, Gary Hohman, along with the Red Cross staff, jean Blanken-
ship, who is Red Cross executive director and Nancy Garrison, secretary and water safety instructor. Also with Marc
is his mother Lorraine Seftimo who also serves as a volunteer staff aide for the Red Cross. For information about the





All persons planning to attend the
Charity Ball this Saturday evening
are reminded that reservations
should be made with Mrs. Walt
Apperson at 753-7590.
"Even though your tickets may
have already been purchased," a
spokesman said, "reservations are
also recommended."
Chance of Showers
Mostly cloudy today through Friday
with a chance of showers. Highs today
in the mid and upper 70s. Lows tonight
near 60. Highs Friday in the upper 70s.
Locusts Loud But Not Dangerous, Agent Says
The 13-year locusts, which have been
baffling local residents in recent days,
should be out of sight and out of mind in
this area in just a matter of days or
weeks, according to local county agent
Ted Howard.
The noise made by the male locusts
may be annoying, but that's the only
problem the insects will cause. Howard
said. The cicada, technical name for
the insects, will not eat or destroy any
kind of crops, vegetables, or plants,
Howard said.
"It is possible that they might eat
small twigs from trees, but no real
damage will be caused," the county
agent said.
The cicada has the longest life cycle
of any insect, with a 13-year lapse
between broods. Howard said he knows
of no real difference between the 17-
year and 13-year locusts.
The cycle begins when the cicada
Even though the shells they
leave behind may look vicious, the
13-year locusts that have been
creating quite a hum in the local
area will not cause any major
problems according to local coun-
ty agent Ted Howard.
come from the ground, where they have
been for the past 13 years. They shed a
membrane-like shell, which residents
may have to sweep up periodically
during the appearances of the insects.
They then fly to the trees, where the
males begin the loud humming noise.
The noise is a sign of the locusts
breeding, which can only be done in
trees, according to Howard. The eggs
are then laid on small twigs. and fall to
the ground as larvae.
When the new eggs hatch, the cicada
then burrow into the ground to remain
for another 13 years, while the current
adults will die in about two weeks.
"The pesticide Sevin will kill them."
Howard said, "but there's really not
any need to bother. I've found no place
they're eating any foliage or making
destruction. But if anybody has a
problem, I'll be glad to work with
them."
Other reports have said that the 13-
WOMAN RESCUED—Members of the Murray Fire Department used the "jaws of hie" this morning to free Mrs
Hontas Hutson from an automobile following a traffic accident at Spruce and Fourth streets. Mrs. Hutson was listed
in satisfactory condition at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Staff Photo by Gene McCut( heir
year brood occurs in the Mississippi
Valley from Southern Indiana,
Southern Illinois and Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico. They have been spotted
in 1950, 1963, and were projected for
1976. The last group of 17-year locusts,
which are widely distributed in the
northeastern United States, mid-
cllewest, and south to Kentucky and the
Carolinas, appeared in 1974. Before
that, they had occurred in 1940 and 1957.
So, other than an occasional clean-up
job and the mystifying noise which
accompanies the insects, there is no
reason to become alarmed at the
arrival of our strange insect visitors.
One Injured
In Accident
A 65-year-old Murray woman
remains hospitalized at the Murray-
Calloway County hospital in
satisfactory condition following a two-
vehicle accident at 9:28 a.m. today.
The woman, Mrs. Hontas Hutson of
501 Chestnut. was a passenger in a car
driven t,y her husband, Joe Hutson,
police officers said.
According to the accident report, the
Hutson auto was stopped at the in-
tersection of Spruce and Fourth Streets
and while attempting to make a left
turn on to Fourth, a car driven by Larry
Rogers of 811 North 16th collided into
the right side of the Hutson vehicle.
Both autos received considerable
damage.
The Murray City Fire Department
was called to assist with the Jaws of
Life Machine.
Hospital officials said Mrs. Hutson
received a shoulder and hand injury.
TODAY'S INDEX
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MHS Exercises Moved
To Lovett Auditorium
Murray High School graduation
ceremonies will be held at 8 p.m.
tonight in Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus ac-
cording to an announcement made by
school officials today.
The commencement exercises were
originally scheduled for Ty Holland
Stadium but the possibility of inclement
weather forced the move to the indoor
location.
Diplomas will be presented to the 168
graduating seniors by Don Henry,
chairman of the Murray Independent
School Board. Honor students will be
recognized by principal Eli Alexander
and assistant principal John Hina.
Fred Schultz, Superintendent, will
present an address entitled '1'76: A
Look Back — A Look Ahead " The
processional and recessional will be
presented by the Murray High Band
with a special selection, "I Believe" to
be sung by the Senior Ensemble.
Miss Sharon Steele will give the
valedictory address and Mark Homra
will give the salutatory address.
Tarpley Jones will give the invocation
and Todd Harrison will give the
benediction.
The Baccalaureate was held Sunday
at the First Baptist Church with the
sermon by Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United Methodist
Church.
Sponsors of the senior class are
Margo Chadwell, Sally Crass, Wanda
Gough, Clara Humphrey, Sue Miller,
Betty Scott, Haron West, and Evon
Kelley.
MAKES DONATION — The Hazel Woman's Club voted to donate $100
to the Hazel Community Center for expenses by the center. Mrs. Tommy
Paschall, right, treasurer of the Woman's Club, presents the check to Mrs.
Gerald Gaillimore, left, and Mrs. Harold Wikinson. chairman and co-
chairman respectively of the Hazel Community Center
Miss Theresa Dover, right, was presented with the yearly scholarship
given by the Hazel Woman's Club. Making the presentation is Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, club scholarship chairman. Miss Dover, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
J. B. Dover, is a 1976 honor graduate of Calloway County High School and
plans to attend Murray State University.
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Your Individual horoscope.;-„/France. Drake - .,1 v,•15 
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 4, 193
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
&KIM
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 IYIA
A relatively easy day — once
you get the gist of trends and go




kpr 21 to May 21) tikCi?
In both job and financial
matters use only time-tested
procedures. Don't attempt
anything risky now. And DON'T
try for the unreasonable.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) ible.
Fine Mercury influences. Be





June :2 to July 23) et4
Don't listen to what others
say when you have reason to
believe that the source is
questionable. Stress your good
judgment and objectivity.
LEO
1July 21 to Aug. 23) 4r6ga
Don't mix pleasure with
business and don't try to force
issues. For the present, it will
be better to let things take their
course.
VIRGO
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPkil
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. Influences
also fasorable for romance and
travel.
LIBRA
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23) ial-1
You have instinctive know-
how in many areas, but may
tend to get off the track now, go
off unwisely on tangents. Be
alert — and avoid.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,
Brace yourself for some
opposition. Prepared, you can
cope with it more easily, even
outwit it.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Financial matters now have
an' element of risk, so make
your moves slowly and delib-
erately. Personal relationships,
however, promise to be ex-
ceptionally congenial.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) IWO
You may have to revise some
views, revamp a pre-planned
program if you are to attain the
goals you desire. But do this
efficiently and good results are
certain.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 "1":.4
Watch and wait before you
engage in new undertakings,
but do not hesitate where real
advantages are obvious.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C'
Personal relations accented
taiw !n fact, a comparatively
new acquaintance could be
responsible for a complete
and better -- change.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely intelligent in-
dividual, highly imaginative
and original in your ideas and
methods. Your curiosity is
boundless, thus you are un-
ceasing in your quest for
knowledge. This curiosity,
incidentally, makes you a
'natural" for the fields of
journalism, science and ex-
ploration. However, your
unusual versatility and
readiness of comprehension fit
you for many other vocations,
and you could succeed ad-
mirably as an editor, musician,
research worker, actor or
novelist. You love travel but,
unlike most born under Gemini,
you have great stability, riot
scattering energies but content,
when necessary, to '.stay put"
and concentrate on immediate
objectives. Thus, you often
succeed more quickly in
reaching your goals. Birthdate
of: King George III. of
England; Rosalind Russell,
stage and film star.
OW0.0111.10•••










D UC H ESS
AgNADI tr TER
7:15,9:15
4- 2: 30 Sat., Sun
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adults Only - Call for Title
Thru Wed. 6/16
7:15,9:20+ 2:30 Sun.
On every street in every city in this country there's a noboci\
who dreams of being somebody. He's a lonely forgotten
man desperate to prove that he's alive.
11111LIRRAY Open 7:30 - Start 8:25
Thru Sat.
TOM LAUGHLIN in
"The Master Gunfighter" (PG)
ztle
121 By Pass
To Marry June 19
Miss Mary Kate Bailey
A June nineteenth wedding is being planned by Miss Mary
Kate Bailey and Lynn Russell Mader. The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. of Murray and the late Dr.
Bailey. The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald R.
Mader of Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
Miss Bailey was graduated from Murray High School and at-
tended Murray State University and the Washington School for
Secretaries in Washington, D. C. Miss Bailey was secretary to
the late Congressman Robert A. "Fats" Everett of Tennessee
and she ,.1 presently on the staff of Congressman John Slack of
Wr_at Virginia. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. H. B. Bailey,Sr. and the late Mr. Bailey of Murray.
Mr. Mader was graduated from Greensboro College andWake Forest University School of Law. He is presentlyassociated with George C. Williams in the general practice oflaw in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania.
All friends and relatives are invited to the evening weddingto be solemenized at 7:30 p.m. in the First United MethodistChurch in Murray, and the reception following Eit the MurrayWoman's Club House.
New Officers Named
For Music Departments
One of the largest numbers
of members of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club gathered for
the final department meeting
of the 1975-1976 season.
The department chairman,
Mrs. Cecelia Brock, in-
troduced the new members:
Mrs. Karen Bolls, Mrs.
Margaret Franklin, Mrs.
Libby Hart and Mrs. Glenda
Roos.
Also introduced was the new
chairman for 1976-77, Mrs.
Edith Nofsinger, who gave a
few remarks and introduced
her new slate of officers and
charimen for the new year,
who are as follows:
Mrs. Martha Crafton, vice-
chairman; Mrs. Pat Seiber,
secretary; Mrs. Jane William,
treasurer; program com-
mittee; Mrs. Martha Crafton,
Mrs. Marge Shown, Mrs. Pat
Miller, Mrs. Irma LaFollette,
Mrs. Treva Mathis and Mrs
Ruth Eversmeyer; youth
concert, Mrs. Betty Thom-
pson, and Mrs. Sue Spann;
style show, Mrs. Betty Lowry,
Mrs. Evelyn Wilson, Mrs.
Neva Grey Albritten, Ms.




Ms. Carole Hahn; civic
chairman, Mrs. Noreen
Winter; scholarship, Mrs. Bea
Farrell; courtesy, Mrs. Doris
Rose; telephone, Miss
Rebecca Dublin; contest, Mrs.
Liz Conklin; parliamentarian,
Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten.
Following the business
meeting, Mrs. Jane Sisk in-
troduced the program for the
evening, presented by
members of the Music
Department.
Nineteen members of the
#13ecia1 (Occasion. KO.
7533711 Murray Ky. Hours 10 5 Mon Sat
Problems Finding That Perfect
Wedding Gift?
All Brides Welcome: select your
wishes from our many gifts and help your
friends in choosing your desires from your
own personal miscellaneous bridal selection list'
Register your list in our Hope Chest.
Let the bride help you
Make your selection froni her
personal miscellaneous gift




prising the Chorus directed by
Mrs. Jane ._Prince sang
"America, Our Heritage,"
"Donat Nobis Pacem," and
"America, the Beautiful" with
Mrs. Margie Shown, as soloist.
Piano accompaniment was
provided by Mrs. Kathy
Burchfield.
Following the choral
selections, Mrs. Marie Taylor,
pianist, played two com-
positions by American
composer, Louis Godchaux,
"Souvenir of Puerto Rico."
subtitled "March of the
Peasants" and "The Banjo."
After rousing applause for her
spirited keyboard work, Mrs.





North Students Given For Roll
The North Calloway
Elementary School honor roll
for the last six weeks' period
of the school has been released
by Johnny Bohannon, prin-
cipal, as follows:
Sixth grade—Lonna Furr,
Julie Gargus, Jackie Hale,
Todd Harrison, Kevin
Hopkins, Rachel Lamb,
Phillip Orr, Kenny Parrish,
Keith Rogers,
Walker, Gay Woodall, Robert





The honor roll for the last
six weeks' period of the school
at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School has been





flinger, Tad Dowdy, Missy





Deering, Keith Ford, Lori
Adams, Lanessa Jones,
Danny Lamb, Tim McAlister,
Marty McCuiston, Lori
Osborn, and Tracy Steele.
Eighth grade—Joy Kelso,
Meleah Paschall, Nicole




Cheryl Dick, Cathy Crawford,
Susan Byars, Rhonda Wilson,
Denise Rutherford, Don
Rogers, Dale Sheridan, Stacy




Bob Allen, principal of East
calloway Elementary School,
has released the honor roll for
the last six weeks' period of
the school as follows:
Sixth grade—Ladonna
Overby, Steve Turley, Jay
Young, Joey Zinkovich, Ellen
King, Marie Brantley, and
Debra Farris.
Seventh grade — Kim
Weatherford, Debbie Hooks,
Candy Maddox, Kelly King,
Pam Knipp, Tone Lovett,
Leslie Atkins, Kathy Bynum,
Tammy Davis, and Debbie
Stubblefield.
Eighth grade — Lesley
Herndon, Laura Morgan, Jane
Wesson, Tovmya West, and
Mary Wagoner.
BREAKFAST
Breakfast means to break
the fast between last night's
supper and today's lunch. It's
a long time between those
meals. Doctors know that
children do better in school
after a good breakfast. The
same thing holds for office and
factory workers. It's of real
benefit if your family can
enjoy breakfast together.
"'Ladies' Night Out"
Is Held By Sorority
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its last
regular season meeting with a
Ladies' Night Out on Thur-
sday, May 20, at 6:30 p.m., at
DeVanti's.
A short business meeting
was held after the dinner with
the new president, Shirley
Martin, presiding. Officers for
the following year were an-
nounced and each committee
chairwoman was announced.
Special gifts and honors to
some of the members was
given at this time.
There will be a special
summer event for all Xi Alpha
Delta members and their
families which will be an-
nounced at a later date
.46jezIts
WIISON,BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James Frank
Wilson of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, James Ryan, weighing
seven pounds thirteen ounces,
born on Wednesday, May 12,
at the Oak Ridge Hospital of
the Methodist Church.
The father is an attorney
and the mother teaches first
grade. They also have a five
year old daughter, Melissa
Leigh.
Grandparents -are Mr and
Mrs. J. B. Wilson of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rat kin
of Daytona Beach, Fla.
Those members in at-




Estes, Helen Foley, Joyce
Gibson, Mary Graves, Debbie
Grogan, Linda Hodge, Vicki
Holton, Sue Ann Hutson,





















Itiiktt eel 4119 7360
Seventh grade—Monica
Brown, Cindy Carson, Scott
Coleman, Celisa Curd, Dee
Dee Darnell, Sheila Rutland,
Mark Roberts, Marty Wyatt,
Cheryl Scott, Jennifer Tucker,
Richard Tremblay, Paul
Smith, Teresa Stuckey, Danny




James Bibb, Keith Edwards,





Kim Willie, Karon Walker,








Murray State University Auditorium
RIM Ea_











Sunday 1 to 6
ial Favorite
In Red, White and Blue!
Reg. 35.99 - SAVE 55°0
Jumpsuit Shown - Now Only . 15"
SPORTSWEAR
SPECTACULAR
Famous Name Nationally Advertised
•PANTS •SHORTS .SKIRTS •SHIRTS
•JEAN TOPS •TEE-TOPS 399 c 99
jReg. 8.99 to 15.99 Sale ! To
• •Behr's Charge .Master Charge .Bank Americard
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Transferees
Seek Value
Chicago (NFS) — A survey
shows that 79 per cent of
employees transferred from one
city to another rank housing
costs and school as their
Number One concern.
Next comes types of housing
available, 55 per cent , state and
local taxes, 42 per cent; police
an4. fire protection, 35 per
cent, and health care centers,
21 per cent.
Employee Transfer
Corporation (ETC), Chicago, a
subsidiary of Chicago Title and
Trust Company, says that more
corporations should be giving
transferred employees this in-
formation about new
communities.
ETC IS RETAINED by
corporations to buy the homes
of transferred employees and
help them find new ones. This
includes counsehng the family
on the new city and seeing that
they are shown homes that
meet their needs.
. "Too many corporations
expect the employee to fend
for himself," stated Theodore
D. Bell, executive vice president
of ETC. "Often the employee
has to ask his fellow tvorkers
what they recommend. This
often turns out to Yea.the wrong
approach, because each family
has different needs."
The risk to the family of
being unhappy in the new
home is great enough. But it's
also a nsk to the employer who
may discover that an unhappy
employee is not performing
well on the job, Bell said.
XORPORATIONS WOULD
do better by retaining a
house-buying service that will
work closely with the
transferred family.
"Many wives of transferees
say they want someone who
knows the new town to meet
them artbe airport, give them
maps, show them the types of
homes best suited to the
family, ant; answer their
questions," Bell said. "This is
what ETC arranges, and it can
be done only by learning about
the family."
HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB held its installation of officers at the meeting held at the
Hazel Community Center on Thursday, May 20, with Mrs. Harold Wilkinson giving the
devotion and members giving a report of the state convention. Mrs. Rex Benefield,
seated center, from Boaz, past First District Governor, installed the officers. Pictured
seated right, is Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, president, and right, Mrs. Max Parks, first vice-
president. Standing, left to right, are Mrs. Joe Thompson, treasurer, Mrs. Lal Elliott,
corresponding secretary, Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, recording secretary, and Mrs. James
Latimer, second vice-president. Other members present were Mesdames Hughes Ben-
nett, Gerald Gallimore, Steve Knott, Phil Liddle, Hal Miller, Tommy Paschall, Nancy Sim-
pson, and Bob Washer. Hostesses for the evening were Mesdames Parks, Latimer, and
Butterworth.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Doris O'Bryan of
Hardin has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospit,31, Paducah












Open Weekdays - 9-9 Sunday 1-6
Saddles upt.40%
Men's
Foot Support Dress Shoes













Buy One - Get One
FREE!
•
I'm A CB'er or Tractor
Buckle
FREE With $50.00 Purchase
All Leather Coats
We Have A Large Selection of





The Senior Citizens of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
were honored with a luncheon
at the church on Sunday, May
16, by the Ruth Warren Circle
of the church.
Providing the drinks and the
bread was the Gladys
Williamson Circle,
Gracie Holland was in
charge of the program. Tell us
Myers was recognized as
being a church member at
Sinking Spring the longest,
Mrs. Ruby Barnes as the
oldest church member, Mrs.
Creete Suiter as having the
most children, and Mrs. Ken
Myers as having the most
grandchildren.
All honors would have been
won by Tellus Myers;
therefore the next in line were
recogpized.
The highlight of the
program was letting each one
tell how each met his or her
mate.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hughes, Mrs. Clara
Lassiter, Ted Myers, Mr. and
Mrs. Lubie Wallace, Mr. and
Mrs. Madison Jones, Mrs.
Cosy Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Wilkerson, May Dalton,
Creete Suiter, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Jones, Mr. and
• Mrs. Lake Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
Camel' Wells, Mr. and Mrs.




385 students at Mississippi
University for Women, in-
cluding Nancy Ellen Garrison
of Murray, Kentucky, were
cited for excellence during the
1976 spring semester and are
listed on the Academic Honor
Roll.
Miss Garrison, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Garrison of
203 Oakdale Drive, Murray,
was named to the Dean's List
at The W. the nation's first and
now its only state-supported





Save You Up To 50%
(Tile *pedal @tratitun,
121 By Pass 733-3111 Murray, Ky.
Mrs. Loyd Wilkinson, Verona
Arnett, Inez Goodman, Letie
Hopkins, Opal Kuykendall,
Wilma Hartsfield, Mrs.























Regular 20.00 Value! Save now on our entire
collection of Easy Street Shoes. Light-weight
uppers, cushioned insole and soft foam-backed












SALE! All new leather and suede coats
at a sensational 13% off thru June at
Bright's in Paducah and Murray. Huiry in today
and LAY-AWAY that special selection. Choose
from the freshest leathers and suedes, many
trimmed with luxurious fur from all over the
world' Available in junior and
missy sizes. Don't miss the savings!
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•
IVAIM/A13.1
Donna A. Gardner puts the finishing touches to the Dr. Seuss story book characters
she painted on a wall in the children's section at the Calloway County Public Library.
The new area is part of the renovation and construction project nearing completion at
the library. Children and their parents are invited to come see the colorful art work.








By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
A current trend is to furnish
outdoor living areas in carpet











Fast convenient drive-in window service. con,
venient hours 10 to 6 Mon•Fri., 10 to 3 Sat. Quick
efficient quality developing service. Night deposit
3 -day Service on most processing. EnIargements,
slides, movie film, continuous Special of wallet
photos in color and block and white. Reasonable
prices, supplies also available!
Grand Opening
Sat. June 5
Register for FREE Flipflash Instamatic
Camera to be given away Tuesday
June 8 at 6 PM
BRING YOUR FILM BY
fOR PROCESSING
We will be happy to serve you!
THE FILM BARN
806 Chestnut
near Thorobred Drive-in Restaurant.
 •
II IRADUCAH Downtown MInnensll
Crossroads
mAYFIELD On The Square
MURRAY Bel Air Center
Ihniwns
()pen Is .'";1 nth:Vs
soil and mildew. A good choice
is carpeting made from 100




resistant foam or sponge
backing which will deteriorate
from heat and moisture and
are fragile when used on
rough surfaces are not ac-
ceptable for outdoor use.
Outdoor carpet should not
have a foam type backing
since it would eliminate the
possibility of drainage. —
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.
+++
When frying with butter or
margarine, put several drops
of cooking oil in the pan first.
Then, the butter won't burn as
easily. — Judy Hetterman,
Hickman.
+++
In cutting a garment, do not
use pinking shears. They tend
to "chew" knit fabrics,
especially the interlock type,
rather than give a clean, neat
cutting line. Best use of
pinking shears can be made
by pinking seams to give a
neat finish after the garment




When your sheets have worn
out in the middle, you can test
side for strength and then use
unworn side material to make
pillowcases for those summer
camping trips. — Mrs. Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
+++
RECIPE CARD SAVER —
Rub a cake of household
paraffin over your favorite
recipe cards. Then the spills
wipe off easily without a trace.
— Mrs. Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
Frozen Foods
Frozen convenience food
items seem to be making a
comeback as the economy
crunch eases. A wary shopper
watches stores for closeout
sales, often unadvertised; she
also checks stores which sell
them at reduced prices as
their expiration dates near.
SAVE $50
Leather Coat Sale!
Only Ilinnens brings .vou
Fabulous. Brand :New.
Full Length Leather Coats
at such Great Sarings!
These beautiful leathers hare
Tucked. Belted and Top Stitched







One hour walk in search of
summer wildflowers will start
at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at four
p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will have a dinner at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at seven
p.m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at eight p.m.
Calloway County Librar
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p.m.
Friday, June 4
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a. m. to Central
Center and downtown, and at
12:30 p. m. to Bel-Air Center
and downtown.
"Those Fabulous Years"
will be presented by the
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
at Murray State University
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Blood pressure screening
tests will be given free by
Northwestern Mutual at




Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church with
Eulayla Johnson, Lenore
Jones, Paul Kingins, and Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Mears in charge
of arrangements.
Saturday, June 5
Junior Fishing Rodeo for
boys and 'girls, ages six to
twelve, will be at Devils
Elbow, Land Between the
Lakes.
Bird Walk, a two hour stroll
in search of interesting birds,
will start at Hematite Lake,
Land Between the Lakes, at
five p.m.
Sunday, June 6
Reunion of descendants of
Bruce and Alice Cunningham.
Morgan Cunningham, and
Sally Harris Guier will be at
Ellis Community Center. A
potluck luncheon will be
served at nocth.
Homecoming will be held at
Coles Camp Ground Cemetery
with regular services, basket
dinner at noon, and singing in
afternoon.
McDaniel Cemetery will
have its annual homecoming
with a basket dinner at noon.
Please bring or send donations








Mrs. Viva J. Sexton,
Morehouse, Mo., Roderick 0.
Reed, 204 Pine St., Murray,
Miss Brenda Donelson, Rt. 6,
Murray, Miss Teresa M.
Ferguson, New Concord, Mrs.
Clara N. Hendon, Rt. 5,
Murray, Carlton M. Outland,
1809 College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Miss Andrea S. Bailey, B-5,
Fox Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Margaret R. Camp, 806
N. 17th., Murray, Mrs. Martha
K. Beach, Box 743, Cadiz, Mrs
Edith M. Isabel, Rt, 1.
Springville, Tn., Kenneth
Kohr, 718 Nash Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Kathy Perry, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Gail A. Poole
and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Box 780,
Murray, Mrs. Rose M. Moore,
318 S. 10th, Mayfield, Lenis
Ward, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Edna Miller, 710 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Audie Dowdy,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Gertrude




Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Keeling, Dexter Route One.
are the parents of a baby boy,
William Robert. weighing
seven pounds 6',2 ounces, born
on Tuesday, May 25, at 3:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at B
F. Goodrich Company
Calvert City. They have one
son. Mike, age eight, and one
daughter, Jayna, age five
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Robert L. Burkeen of
Dexter Route One and Mr and






By Abigail Van Buren
c 19766, CNK•go Tritivrte N Y News SiNk fl
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is 19, pregnant and
unmarried. It's too late for her to have a safe abortion, so
she has decided to put up the baby for adoption. She says
she doesn't want to know who adopts it, and she doesn't
want them to know who or where she is—ever.
Abby, my husband and I want this child. We would adopt
it and give it a good home. It is our flesh and blood, and we
feel that we have the right to raise this child. This will be
our first grandchild, and perhaps our only one, as our
daughter is an only child. She says she wants to put that
entire episode out of her life and if we adopt it, that won't be
possible. •
Abby, don't grandparents have some rights? We don't
want to fight her in court, but we will if we have to.
Please tell us what your feelings are in this matter.
BROKENHEARTED
DEAR BROKENHEARTED: A lawyer must tell you
shat your legal rights are. I sympathize with you, but your
daughter's feelings take precedence over yours If I were
ou, I wouldn't fight it.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are the proud parents
of a newly adopted baby.
A friend 1?1 asked, "Is the baby illegitimate?"
My husband spoke up and said, "Of course not. We've
been married for years.-
Thought maybe you'd like to share this with your
readers.
NEW MAMA
DEAR MAMA: Beautiful! Consider it shared.
DEAR ABBY: May I enter an opinion on your recent
columns on "Euthanasia and Living Wills"? You called
upon three distinguished representatives of our major faiths
to give their "official" views on these important topics.
The "majority" position of Traditional Judaism on these
subjects is reflected by the chief rabbi of the British
Commonwealth, Dr. Immanuel Jakobovits, in his revised
book: "Jewish Medical Ethics."
On "Euthanasia: "...some authorities sanction the
removal from a dying patient of medications or machines
which only serve to prolong his agony. so long as no
NATURAL means of subsistance (such as food, blood and
oxygen I are withdrawn.„however, some add that once
artificial aids are utilized they also should not be
'removed......
On Kidney Transplants:-"The generally prevailing view
is to permit such donations as acts of supreme charity, but
not as an obligation...•'
On "Eye-banks:"... the donor should stipulate in his
bequest that his eyes be used only for patients suffering
from, or threatened by. complete blindness. There must be
prior consent of the donor or his family, and the disused
part of the eye after the cornea has been removed should not
be disposed of except by burial..."
With blessings on your work.
RABBI SAMUEL A. FRIEDMAN
ASH VILLE, N.C.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send S1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





Fellowship held its monthly
meeting at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church on
Thursday, May 27.
New officers and counselors







leader; Bob Warren and
Brenda Boyd, counselors;
Rev. Steve Shepard and Rev.
Bill Mullins, Jr., pastoral
counselors.
South Pleasant Grove won










For Guys & Gals



















Sizes 6 to 16





Pots from France, whisks from Denmark, fish scalers from
Spain, copperware from Portugal, spices from China, fresh
coffee and tea from around the world...all this and much,
much, more.
Please stop by to see Jack and Ann
and sample our coffee!
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Eli Alexander
You're Appreciated
The elevation of Eli Alexan-
der from principal of Murray
High School to assistant
superintendent of the Murray
Independent School System
should definitely not go
unlauded.
Mr. Alexander, a native of
Murray, has served as prin-
cipal of Murray High for 14
years and has been in-
strumental in upgrading of the
facility throughout that time.
Since 1962 Murray High has
grown from a standard to a
comprehensive rating and the
high school itself moved into its..
new modern quarters in 1971.
Alexander has been very ac-
tive in educational circles
throughout the area. He has
served as president of the First
District Principals Association
and the West Kentucky
Association of School Ad-
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 3, the 155th
day of 1976. There are 211 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: On this
date in 1940, the Allied evacuation from
France in World War Two was com-
pleted. Some 337,000 British, French
and Belgian troops had been tran-
sported to England.
On this date:
In 1621, the Dutch West India Com-
pany received a charter for New
Netherlands— now New York.
In 1808, Confederate President Jef-
ferson Davis was born in what is now
Todd County, Kentucky.
In 1937, the Duke of Windsor married
Wallis Warfield Simpson of Baltimore
in France.
In 1942, in World War Two, Japanese
warplanes raided Dutch Harbor,
Alaska.
In 1962, 30 members of an Atlanta art
group were killed in an airliner crash at
Paris, France.
In 1970, President Richard Nixon
made a nationwide broadcast in which
he described a U.S. and Vietnamese
drive into Cambodia as a great success.
Ten years ago: A major political
figure in Communist China, Mayor
Peng Chen of Peking, was removed
from office.
Five years ago: James Hoffa an-
nounced from prison that he would not
seek re-election as president of the
Teamsters Union.
One yezr ago: President Ford met
with Pope Paul at the Vatican.
Today's birthdays: Actor Tony Curtis
is 51 years old. Actor Maurice Evans is
75.
Thought for today: Injustice is
relatively easy to bear: what stings is
justice — H.L. Mencken, American
journalist, 1880-1956.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia resolved to
reinforce Colonial troops in New York
with nearly 14,000 militiamen to
counter the British threat to the Middle
Colonies.
ministrators as well as




Education Association and the
Kentucky Association of Secon-
dary School Principals, serving
on the board of directors of the
latter organization.
In addition to his work in
education, Alexander has also
been extremely active in civic
affairs in our community. A
former member of the Murray
Lions club, he is also a member
of the Calloway County chapter
on Drug Abuse and a member
of the First Methodist Church,
where he served for eight years
as secretary-treasurer and is
now a member of the ad-
ministrative board.
In addition to his 14 years as
principal, he has also served 7
years as a teacher and coach —
a total of 21 years with the local
school system.
We wish Mr. Alexander the
best of luck in his new position
and are thankful that he plans
to remain associated with the
local school system and our
community. His contributions
in the past and those for-
thcoming in the future should
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201 S. 3rd St., Murray, Ky 47071
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Isn't It The Truth
Our Congress, fumbling around after
losing the ball of rationality ina hundred
parliamentary scrimmages, is afflicted
with one of the worst of all mental ailments
— not having enough sense to know that it
does not have any sense.
Garrott's Galley
All the Way from Indonesia
Comes a Wrather Hall Check
By M. C. Garrott
All the way from Indonesia the other
day came a check from Bill and Betty
McElrath to be applied toward the
Wrather Hall Museum fund.
"We would like to be a part of this
campaign," Bill, a Baptist missionary,
wrote, "My father and grandfather
were among the donors to the original
$100,000 contributed to build that
structure in the first place. As you
know, that cashier's check far-1100,000
was probably what carried the dig and
kept the college from going to Mayfield
or Paducah. Aside from the educational
angle, it was probably the smartest
financial move ever made by Murray
and Calloway County folks. Murray
State University has become a real
growth industry!"
How right Bill is, and his check was
promptly acknowledged and has been
turned over to Max Brandon at People's
Bank who is the campaign treasurer.
±++
Bill and his family are one year into
their second tour of service in
Indonesia. They live at Bandung, where
he works in a publishing house, writing
and translating Baptist literature into
the Indonesian language.
A prolific writer, Bill has produced a
number of books, many for children,
which are in public and church libraries
all over the country. He is sending me a
review copy of his latest, which he calls
"my Baptist Bicentennial special: "To
Be the First: Adventures of Adoniram
Judson, 'America's First Foreign
Missionary." It was scheduled for
release on May 15, and is published by
Broadman Press.
He also has another book, "Winding
Road," scheduled for release by
Broadman on June 1. Meanwhile he is
working "on a possible comic-book
version of the Judson story, to be
published later."
+++
It was good to hear from Bill, and
having an idea what Baptist foreign
missionaries receive in the way of a
salary, I can appreciate the sacrifice he
and his family have made in order to be
a part of the Wrather Hall Museum
campaign. I'm sure his father and his
grandfather would have been proud.
+++
While speaking to the Murray Rotary
Club a couple of weeks ago, Hugh B.
Vanderbilt, president of the R. T.
Vanderbilt Company, Inc., of Norwalk,
Conn., which is the parent company of
the 'Vanderbilt Chemical Company
here, pointed out that "Almighty God
has been kind to the company and its
subsidiaries from mineral deposit
locations to good fortune in
manufacturing sites."
"For instance," he said, "our
Standard Mineral Company subsidiary
is only 20 miles from Pinehurst, N. C..
and we have a lot of avid golfers to
enjoy this beautiful country and
climate." Pinehurst, at last count, had
something like 18 fabulous 18-hole golf
courses. It's where most golfers want to
go when they die.
"Our Dixie Clay Company," he went
on, "is only three miles from Augusta.
Ga., with its Augusta National Golf
Club and the Masters Tournament. Our
Gouverneur Tal Co. in Gouverneur, N.
Y., is only 23 miles from the Thousand
Islands between Canada and the U. S.,
and our Western Tal Co. and Silicates
Corp. spread over Nevada, Eastern
California and Northern Arizona are
within easy access of Las Vegas where
we stay on visits.
"We are not gamblers, but anyone
who knows the Great Basin would
appreciate the necessity of the good
Let's Stay Well
Athlete's foot ittnea petits! is a
common disease which affects
most persons to a disabling
degree at some time in their
lives especially adults One esti-
mate places the incidence of the
infection at 40 per cent of the
population at a given time
In a sense, athlete's foot is a
disease of civilization and Ls rel-
ated to wearing shoes One way
to prevent the condition would
be to discard our footwear and
walk around barefoot -- an
unlikely happening.
Leaving off footwear would
expose our feet to other hazards
of cuts, bruises and wear-and-
tear ln addition, our mcdern
shoes serve as a decorative part
of our attire.
Athletes fool is cau.sed by a
fungus infection attacking the
skin The fungus is almost every-
where. and avoiding it is alritst
impossible
Wetness of the feet allows the
Athlete's Foot
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.
Fungus to penetrate the harder,
outer layers of the skin by soften-
ing tliem. Moisture and warmth
encourage the rate of growth of
the fungus, especially in between
the toes Friction of the toes rub-
bing against each other
traumatizes the skin and makes
it more vulnerable to the fungus
Various powders and ointments
are available at pharmacies to
treat an active case
Once the skin is broken, bac-
teria also enter the deeper layers
and may cause pain and swell-
ing, often producing a red streak
up the foot and leg Such acute
inflammation usually requires
bed rest for several days, eleva-
tion and moist pacts. and sulfa
drugs or other systemic medica-
tion.
Reporting reeently in the
American Medical Association's
Archives of Dermatology. A.M
Kligman, MD., and associates at
the University of Pennsylvania
pouted out that the wetness and
bacteria could be reduced by ap-
plying a 30 per cent solution of
aluminum chloride twice a day
to the skin areas usually
troubled try athlete's foot
A few days are necessary
before the medication becomes
effective It is usually well toler-
ated and has to be applied
regularly over a period of time
This preparation is available
from your physician or druggtst
Q Miss KC has been troubled
with episodes of dizziness and
ear noises. Her general ex-
amination was normal as were
her eyes. Ear trouble has been
suggested as the cause She asks
for commert.
A Your history and symptoms
pout to an inner ear (hour-
barre. perhaps what is oten de-
scribed as Meniere's syndrome I
suggest that you See a physician
who specializes in diseases of the
ear (otologist) He-'øn
make a diagnms and prescribe
medication which will bring you
symptorn2..ic relief.
Ct. Mr. R.W. asks whether
"shingles- is contagious and
desires advice regarding treat -
nient.
A: Shingles (herpes miter) Ls a
virus infection affecting the se
wiry part of nerves and is mil&
contagious. Physicians (Ate,
notice a number of cases occu•
ring at the same time in a con-
munity. The acute phase last,
about two to three weeks and r(i-
quires rest and medication fe
pain.
If episodes of pain persa.
dilantin sodium is often
beneficial to prevent these flare-
ups of pain. In older persrins a
careful examination should be
done after cases of shingles
because they may he a sign of
lowered resistance and other
systemic disease such as anemia
Of carver
( r•vas... n
food and accommodations only found in
Las Vegas or Reno," he added with a
smile.
+++
Apparently it was only natural for a
company with farseeing master
planners such as it has to locate in
Murray and next door to the great Land
Between the Lakes country. He touched
on this in his remarks, too, saying:
"These are all mineral deposits laid
down by God in these mostly pleasant
surroandings not decided on by us.
Murray was decided by us after much
searching over the nation and a good
deal of experience gained by us in our
widespread operations over the 60
years of our existence.
"Evidently God here again was kind
to give us the wisdom and foresight to
settle here. We have been nothing but
happy and we have in Murray a lot of
what's paramount to any enterprise
and that's good people.
"Good people mean a good com-
munity and here in Murray our aim is
to be a good corporate citizen with our
people active and helpful in civic af-
fairs. We have room to grow with you
and our operations here serve the
biggest part of our business (the rubber
industry 1 and the fastest growing part
of it (the petroleum additives)."
+++
That ought to make us feel good about
living in Murray, .and it is particularly
gratifying to hear a man of Mr. Van-




slintten By The Humane Society Ot Calloway County
"But I Find
Homes For Them"
Thought you'd never make it So
mama cat presented you with half a
dozen kitties again, and you had a hard
time getting rid of them? Maybe you
put them in a bag and left them in the
middle of the Lynn Grove Highway as
one individual did recently; maybe you
put them in a bag and drowned them;
or maybe you clubbed them to death,
wincing at their cries as you did so.
Maybe you took the time and trouble to
find homes for them — anyone who
would take them — hoping that they
would be well taken care of. Unfor-
tunately, the oft used phrase, "got rid
of" is all to accurate. Kittens and pups
are a nuisance, something to be gotten
out of the way as quickly as possible.
When you encounter the results of the
pet population explosion day after day,.
as members of the Humane Society do;
when you see the gaunt and diseased
victims struggling desperately just to
stay alive, you relaize that even those
pet owners who make an effort to "find
good homes" for pups and kittens must
share the guilt for this deplorable state
of affairs.
Every year, almost 40,000,000 pups
and kittens are born in this country. But
it is estimated that there are homes for
only about 8,000,000 of them! Thus, four
out of the of them are doomed at birth
to become the strays we see in alleys
and on streets and highways, searching
furtively for food and shelter and dying
agonizing deaths from disease, hunger,
and abuse.The lucky ones find their
way to animal shelters where most of
them are put to death in one way or
another. Clearly, although you may
"find good homes" for your pets, by
permitting your pet to breed without
control you ultimately deprive other
animals of homes. There are only so
many homes to go around.
In another three months or so, your
cat or dog will present you with still
another litter to "get rid of." How much
more humane it would be to see that the
little ones are never born in the first
place! As a pet owner, the respon-
sibility rests squarely with you. Please
see your vet about having your dog or
cat spayed. Please see him now —
September will be too late.
Remember, an outside temperature
of only 85 degrees can kill a dog left in a
car with the windows left open a crack.
Please leave your dog at home during
the summer months!
If you have comments or questions
concerning these colums or the work of
the Society, or if you would like to join
the Society or contribute to its
programs, please write PO Box 2934,
University Station, Murray, Kentucky.
Dog Census -21
1 Shepard type female, 1 Collie -
Shepard mix female; 2 mixed breed
females, 2 collie type males, 4 mixed
breed males, 5 mixed ,)reed female
Puppies, 6 mixed breed malepuppies.
Average Home Costs $100,000
By JOHN CUNN1FF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — The average
new single-family home now costs
about $100,000.
Shocking as that price might be, it is
a fact if you include the cost of finan-
cing which over the past 10 years has
added much more to the price of
housing than have building costs.
In 1966 a new single-family house cost
about $25,000. If a $5,000 down payment
were made it would leave $20,000 to be
financed at 6 per cent for 25 years. Total
cost: $43,661.
A comparable house in 1976 costs
$45,000. After a $9,000, 20 per cent,
down payment, $36,000 would remain to
be financed at 9 per cent for 25 years.
Total cost: $99,636.
In terms of monthly payments, the
1966 purchaser must come up with
$128.87 — generally rounded off to $129
— while the 1976 buyer has to pay a note
of $302.12.
Stated starkly, the typical purchaser
cannot afford the typical house, and no
agency of government or private en-
Consumer Comment
terprise seems able to resolve the
dilemma.
Builders have literally cut corners,
reducing the size of models. They have
cut out the extra bath and the fourth
bedroom, have left attics unfinished,
eliminated the garage, reduced the
quality of cabinetry.
Individuals have resorted to theirown devices. On a small scale, some
companies offer kits to individualscapable of erecting their own homes.Many young couples have bought and
refinished older, run down homes.
The over-all problem remains,however. A survey by "ProfessionalBuilder Magazine" indicates that atleast 40 per cent of potential buyers inthe age group to 34 years cannot affordto pay more than $35,000.
Moreover, the trend continues toworsen. Often ignored in time and pricecomparisons is that worker income,while increasing, is not rising as fast ashousing prices.




"This is your lucky day, you have
won absolutely free...."
Many Kentuckians have received
certificates through the mail informing
them that they have won a "free"
sewing machine. Others have received
"Checks" for a portion of the purchase
price. The prize is described, including
it's value at a retail store. Frequently,
the winner is requested to come into the
store to see the merchandise and either
to accept or reject the offer. The trick to
this scheme is that the prize can end up
costing YOU money.
Those who read further and examine
the very fine print discover that the
consumer who won a "free" sewing
machine must pay 10 dollars a month
for three years on a service contract.
This means that the "free" sewing
machine will cost the consumer over
$300. This amount may be higher than
the retail cost of the machine.
To be a contest, there must be losers
as well as winners. Did other people in
your area receive this offer? Why must
the coupon be redeemed so quickly?
How long has the company been in
business? What service agreement or
warranty is included? Who does repair
work for the company?
You can protect yourself against
fraudulent business practices by
remembering to be skeptical. If an
offer sounds "to good to be true" it is
usually neither good nor true.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection, Room
34, The Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601. The office has found that it can
most effectively deal with written
complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1-
800-372-2960.
Bible Thought
For the promise is unto y ou, and
to your children, and to all that are
afar off, even as many as the Lord
our God shall call. Acts 2:39.
How wonderful that Peter's ser-
mon on the day of Pentecost includ-
ed us' Even though we were "afar
off," God was able to reach us in
His love
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took the average manufacturing
worker 303 weeks' pay to buy an
average priced house. In 1971 it took
only 251 weeks.
Once purchased, the typical house
also proves to be expensive to operate,
with costs of taxes, fuel, repairs and
general maintenance all rising swiftly,
in some instances much more sharply
than the general inflation level.
Curiously, however, discussion of the
problem seems to be absent from public
debates, or at least treated with apathy.
So long as it persisted, it seems that
courage to face the issue seems to have
waned.
In the political campaigns it appears
to be hardly an issue at all, and yet
there are no more basic needs than
food, clothing and shelter. And quality
shelter, a home of one's own, remains
one of the great American aspirations.
l©OGUSG 'WM
10 Years Ago
Edmon Barrow of Murray Route Two
was fatally injured in a tractor accident
this morning while plowing his tobacco
on his farm, known as the late Ohs
Cain farm south of Kirksey.
Miss Mary Keys Russell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Russell, has
received one of twenty-one FHA
scholarships awarded in the state of
Kentucky for students of home
economics. She is a member of the
Murray High School graduating class
and her FHA advisor is Mrs. G. T. Lilly.
George Hodge is now on a trip. to
Hawaii which was won by his firm from
the Philco Corporation.
Miss Ruth Cole, chairman of the
Nursing School at Murray State
University, taught the lesson on "First
Aid and Emergency First Aid" for the
leaders of the clubs of the Calloway
County Homemakers.
New officers of the WSCS of the First
Methodist Church are Mrs. John
Whitnell, Mrs. Goldia Curd, Mrs. Jack
Bailey, Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs.
Maurice Ryan, and Miss Doris
Rowland.
20 Years Ago
Hugh Oakley and Hirman Tucker will
represent the Murray Rotary Club at
the 47th annual national convention at
Philadelphia, Pa., which opened today.
Murray High School beat Henderson
5-4 in the semi-finals of the state high
school baseball tournament and will
meet Newport in the championship
game.
Dale Alexander of Murray and
Burley Mathis of Hardin have earned
letters in baseball for the season at
Murray State College.
Mary Helen Waters, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Neva Waters of Murray,. has
accepted a position with Delta Air
Lines, St. Louis, Mo.
Births reported include a boy, Ricky
Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wayne
Scarbrough, Jr., on May 24, and a boy,
Joseph Albert, to Mr. and Mrs Joseph
Adams Mikez on May 27.
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FLIGHT WINNERS- Winners in the flights at the George Hart Tourney ore from left to right:
championship flight, Mary Bain of Sikeston; first flight, Virginia Everette of Princeton; second
flight, Dot Arnold of Paducah; third flight, Della Boggess of the Oaks Country Club in Murray;
and fourth flight, Sandy Coleman of the Oaks.
Bold Forbes Made Favorite
In Final Triple Crown Leg
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( API - Bold
Forbes, fast and lucky, is set
to close out the tough Triple
Crown series as the favorite to
win the Belmont Stakes
Saturday.
-In this kind of racing you
have to have luck to keep your
horses sound," said trainer
Laz Barerra who saddled Bold
Forbes for the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness.
, The only other Belmont
probable who is a veteran of
the first two Triple Crown
races was Play The Red, a
disappointing eighth in the
Derby but a solid second in the
Preakness.
Others expected to be en-
tered today for the PI-mile
classic at Belmont Park were
Howard P. Wilson's Great
Contractor, Ogden Mills
Phipps' Majestic Light, Mrs.
Douglas Carver's McKenzie
Bridge and Christiana
Stable's Best Laid Plans.
Among the missing will be
Honest Pleasure, the beaten
favorite in the lkv,-mile Derby
and the 13-16-mile Preakness,
and Elocutionist, third in the
Derby and the winner of the
Preakness. Honest Pleasure is
being rested while
Elocutionist, who was pointed
for the Belmont, suffered a
wrenched ankle.
Johnny Campo, who trains
Play The Red for Max Gluck,
felt that Elocutionist, not Bold
Forbes, would have been the
horse to beat and that the
Preakness winner's injury
boosts his colt's chances of
making the $150,000-added
Belmont the first stakes win of
15-race career.
Bold Forbes, a small colt at
hands, has survived the
rigers of the Triple Crown
well, said Barrera, who ad-
mitted he is worn out by the
experience.
"I've been mentally very
tired," the Cuban-born trainer
TENNIS
PARIS - Adrian() Panatta
of Italy defeated Pavel Kutka
of Czechoslovakia 2-6, 6-2, 6-2,
04i, 12-10 in first-round action
of the French Open Tennis
Tournament.
DIDSBURY, England -
Roscoe Tanner of the United
States routed South Africa's
Paul Wobbe 6-1, 6-2 in the.










said Wednesday. "It's good to
have this kind of pressure
because it means you have a
good horse. But it's bad for
your health."
At least Bold Forbes, owned
by E.R. Tizol, is headed for a
rest after the Belmont.
"I think I'll give him
probably about 45 days, then
bring him back in Saratoga for
the Travers," said Barrera.
A victory by Bold Forbes
would make him the third colt
in 13 years to sandwich Derby
and Belmont wins around a
defeat in the Preakness. In
1963, Chateaugay won the
Derby, finished second in the
Preakness and won the
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB.
Phila 32 11 744 -
Pi ••s 27 19 587 6'2
New York24 26 480 11
Chicago 
,2
21 25 457 12 2
S• Louis 21 26 .447 13
Mon real 16 25 390 15
West
Cincinna 1 29 18 617 -
Los An 29 20 592 1
San Diego 24 22 522 41/2
Hous•on 22 28 440 81/2
San Fran 19 31 .380 111/2
Alan a 17 30 .362 12
Wednesday's Results
San Diego a A lama, ppd..
rain
Pi••sburgh 4, Mon real 2
Chicago 5, New York 3
Philadelphia 4, S•. Louis 1
Cincinna' i 8, Hous on 7
Los Angeles 1), San Fran
cisco 3
Thursday's Games
Chicago (Burris 1-7) a New
York (Lolich 2-61
Pi •sburgh (Rooker 6-1) a
Mon real (S anhouse 2 1), (n)
Philadelphia (Chris -enson 6-
1) a S . Louis (Forsch 0-1), (n)
Cincinna i (Alcala 5-0) a
Hous•on (Dierker 45), (n)
San Francisco (DreSSIetr 1-2)
a Los Angeles (John 2 3), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Diego a Pi sburgh, (n)
A Ian a a Mon real, (n)
Cincinna i a S . Louis, (n)
Chicago a Nous on, (0)
New York a Los Angeles,
In)












Kan Ci y 27 17 .614
Texas 25 49 ..568 2
Chicago 22 20 .524 4
Minnesu a 21 23 .477 6
Oakland 21 27 438 8
California 21 30 .412 91/2
Wednesday's Results
New York 7, Bus ,in 2
Bal imure 2, Cleveland 0, 14
innings
De rui 6, Milwaukee 4
Chicago 1, Texas 0, 11 innings
California 5, Minnesu a 2
Kansas Ci y 4, Oakland 3, 12
innings
Thursday's Games
New York (Ellis 4 3) a Bos-
un (Tian 631, (n)
Milwaukee (Travers 4-2) a
De rui (R ,Jber s 43), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
'California a Bs on, (n)
Minnesu a a Bal imOre, (n)
Oakland a New York, (n)
Milwaukee a Kansas Ci y
In)
Cleveland a Chicago, In)
















Belmont. In 1972, Riva Ridge
turned in a frontrunning
victory in the Derby- as did
Bold Forbes-finished fourth
in the Preakness and then won
the Belmont wire-to-wire.
The field for the 108th
Belmont, scale weighted at 126
pounds, will go to the post at
5:38 p.m. EDT. Television






PHOENIX (API - Ricky
Sobers, Phoenix' "other"
rookie, played like number




And because of his per-
formance, the underdog Suns,
the longest shot in the 10-team
field that, began the NBA
playoffs this season, beat the
Boston Celtics 109-107 Wed-




Havlicek with helping him
perform well ... not because of
anything the Celtics' captain
did in the game, but becasue
of something he remembered
the 36-year-old star saying on
television.
The incident occurred
during a telecast of a Boston
game that Sobers was wat-




saying that defense is the key
to the game of basketball,"
said the 23-year-old Sobers, a
defensive specialist. "He said
the best way to get into the
NBA was to know how to play
defense, and ever since then
I've been stressing defense."
Bell And Stones Might




Two world record holders,
pole vaulter Earl Bell and
high jumper Dwight Stones,
could steal the show from
defending champion Texas-El
Paso and individual defenders
in the three-day NCAA Track
and Field championships
opening today.
Bell, of Arkansas State, is
fresh from vaulting 18 feet, 714
Inches a week ago to unof-
ficially erase the 18•6"2 record
held by Dave Roberts of the
Florida Track Club. Bell, the
defending NCAA pole vault
champ, set his record ona
first-try jump.
The qualifying is set for
today at Penn's Franklin
Field.
The corky Stones, of Long
Beach, according to Track
and Field News the only
unanimous choice for an
Olympic gold medal at this
summer's Olympics, holds the
world mark of 7-65•s. He's an
Olympic bronze medalist who
has set eight world records.
He's been over 7-5 in 18 dif-
ferent meets.
Just to get a shot at Stones in
the NCAAs, a competitor has
to have cleared seven feet,
and there are 99 coaches who
believe their jumpers can do
it. A qualifying jump today is
expected, however, to cut the
field to about 12 for Saturday's.
finals.
In addition to Bell, deft- A
ding champions are Joh,
Negno of Washington State it
the 5,000 and 10,000 meters;
James Munyala, UTEP. in the
3,000; Eamonn Coghlan of
Villanova in the 1,500; Reggie
Jones, Tennessee, in the 200;
Louisiana State's Larry Shipp,
110-meter hurdles, and Jim
McGoldrick of Texas in the
discus. Southern California
defends the 400 meter relay
title.
UTEP figures to be
challenged for the team title
by Southern California,
Tennessee, Kansas, UCLA
and Arizona State, Tennessee
won two years ago, and UCLA
has finished first three times
and second twice in the past
five years.
HOMECOMING It was a homecoming for Murray's Beverly
Porker in the George Hart Tourney Parker, now o member of
the University of Alabama golf team, played in her first area
tourney this year.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds Real Estate 108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
753-6434  1
Sobers took charge in the
third period of Game Four,
With Boston leading 71-70
midway through the quarter,
the Suns reeled off 12 con-
secutive points, eight of them
by the embattled rookie.
Sobers also fed Keith Erickson
for another basket during this
spree.
The streak put the Suns
ahead 82-71 - and they never
trailed after that.
However, they did ex-
perience some scares. Eight
tunes in the last period,
Boston drew within two points
- but each time, the inex-
perienced Suns, the team
expected to crack under the
intense pressure of a cham-
pionship series, repulsed the
threats.
-Pressure is a thing you put
only upon yourself and you
have to be oblivious to it," said
the fiery Sobers, who has been
involved in one fight in each of
Phoenix' three playoff series
this year. "I love pressure."
Sobers finished with 14
points, while Paul Westphal
led the Suns with 28, Alvan
Adams - the NBA's Rookie of
the Year - scored 20 and
Garfield Heard had 19 points
and 15 rebounds. Jo Jo White
paced the Celtics with 25
points, Dave Cowens had 22
points and 12 rebounds and
Paul Silas collected 18 points
and four rebounds.
Game Five will be Friday
night in Boston and the sixth
game will be in Phoenix
Sunday. A seventh game, if
necessary, will be at Boston
next Wednesday.
FIELD DAT Carter Elementary School held its field day
Wednesday. Here. Tina Shelton holds the legs of Lunette
















June Shows 4:30-8 p m
POPULAR
PRICES






* ONLY $6°° FOR 6 PEOPLE
  Seats SO' here
Limited orovorit of tickets on tale now at Soak of /*array,




June 5 fit June 7
Tennessee Bicentennial South is a
touring caravan exhibit celebrating
the nation's Bicentennial with
emphasis on the history of the
Southeast.
Caravan Will Open To The Public
Saturday, June 5
10:00 a. m. until 9:00 p. m.
at the
Central Shopping Center Parking Lot
No Admission Charge
Visit As Many Times
As You Like
Caravan Will Relocate To
Bel-Air Shopping Center Parking Lot
Monday, June 7
10:00 a. m. until 9:00 p. m.
No Admission Charges
Caravan Will Not Be In Operation Sundays
Sponsored exclusively by
Murray Electric System
in c onjunc lion with the alloway County Ric entennial Committee, chairmanned by Mrs.


















































TOO MUCH BREAK— Mary Bain watches as her try for a birdie on the 14th green last misses bybreaking too much to the left. BaM, who triple•bogeyed the 17th hole, finished the tourney at
three-over per to win the championship flight.
Stet P111001 by Mae firandoe)
(sit It it IN LEDGE/IV- TIMES)
OBIS
State Baseball Tourney Will
Feature Outstanding Pitching
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) —
The 36th annual Kentucky
High School Baseball Tour-
narnent was to have gotten





Catholic in semifinal action.
Players, coaches and fans
were hoping rain would not
postpone the tournament.
Owensboro, 29-14, was
scheduled to meet Laurel
County, 27-3, at 2 p.m. EDT.
The contest between Newport
Catholic, 25-12, and
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have riot
,eceired their borne -
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger I Times by
5,30 p.m. Mondey•friday or
by 3,30 p.m. out Saturdays
we urged to call 753 1916
between 5 30 psr and 6
P•m.. Monday Fridav or
3..30 p.m. and 4 P.rn. Saler,
cloys to insure delivery of
the flaVeSpaper Calls muss
be placed by 6 p m. week-
days or S p fa Saturdays 50
guarantee delivery.
4011W teak
Elizabethtown, 37-3, was set
for 4 p.m.
The four finalists are the




Laurel County will be
making its debut in the
tournament against Owen-




Catholic will match unbeaten
pitchers.
Elizabethtown's Tim
Brandenburg brings a 14-0
record with him, while Ken
W'ilfong of Newport Catholic
will be riding a 10-0 record.
Elizabethtown Coach Ron
Myers said Wednesday his
team has been getting ready
for Wilfong's curve ball.
"We have a curve ball
pitching machine and we've
been preparing for it. Whether
we hit or not will depend on
our attitude," he said.
A right-handed senior,
Wilfong has struck out 118
batters, walked 25 given up 21
earned runs and registered a
1.89 ERA in 78 innings.
"I don't think Ken will give
up many runs," said Newport
Catholic Coach Bob
Schneider.
"But the secret to beating
Elizabethown is to score on
Brandenburg," Schneider
said. "He has a phenomenal
record."
The left-handed senior is
unbeaten in 19 victories during
the past two seasons, striking
out 147 of 249 batters this
season, allowing 21 hits, 24
walks and only three earned
runs.
Larry Jester Hired
ATLANTA (AP) — Former
major league pitcher Larry
Jaster has been hired as a
pitching coach for the Atlanta
Braves' farm club at
Savannah.
Jaster pitched six seasons in
the major leagues with St.
Louis, Montreal and Atlanta.





















Complete Line Pet Supplies &











A Junior Tennis Clinic will
be held at the Murray Country
Club for all youths who are 18
years and under and club
members.
The clinic will be conducted
at the Murray Country Club
and will run for four days,
starting June 7 through the
10th.
Eddie Hunt will be con-
ducting the clinic with basic
instruction given in all area of
play.
The clinic will begin at 9:00
a. m. and run until Noon.
Participants will be given
scheduled times to attend in
order to receive individualized
attention.
A two dollar fee will be
charged each participant to
cover instructions for the four
day clinic. The final day of the
clinic will conclude with a
picnic lunch.
Those wishing to participate
should call Charles or Nancy
Walston at 753,4097 to enroll.•
Mary Bain Of Sikeston Wins
Her Third Hart Golf Tourney
The third time Was charm
for Mrs. Mary Bain of
Sikeston, Mo., Wednesday as
the six-time Southeast
Missouri ladies' champion
stroked her way to the
championship in the 9th
renewal of the George Hart
Invitational Tournament at
the Murray Country Club.
Mrs. Bath, who also is the
ladies' champion at the
Sikeston Country Club, had
made a run at the cham-
pionship flight laurels each of
the past two years only to
falter on the long, demanding
back nine.
Not true, however, Wed-
nesday. Playing beneath
leadened skitts for most of her
round and finishing in a steady
downpour, she would have
made a rout of it but for a
triple bogey on the 17th hole
leaving her with a 78, only
three strokes over ladies' par
and three strokes in front of
the second place winner, Mary
Jo Riddle of Madisonville.
Playing in her first ladies'
medal play tournament of the
year, Mrs. Bain served notice
early that she came to play,
regardless of the sodden
fairways and the threatening
skies. On the 402-yard first
hole, she rammed home a 12-
foot putt for a birdie four. Par
is, 75 and the distance 5,687
yards on the Murray course
for the ladies.
She then parred the second.
third and fourth holes before
sinking a 20-foot, wide-
breaking putt on the 405-yard
5th hole to gp thao under. She
then bogeyed the 320-yard 8th,
but came back with a birdie
four on the 400-yard 9th to
make the turn two under par
at 36.
After parring the first two
holes on the back side, she ran
into tree trouble on the 260-
yard 12th and missed the
Davis Resumes Career
By Giving Angels Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Maybe Tommy Davis can't
roll out of bed on Christmas
morning and swing a mean
bat, but he wasn't too bad on
the evening & June 2 after two
months of idleness.
The 16-year major league
veteran, released by the New
York Yankees just before the
season started, signed on
Wednesday with California. A
few hours later he made his
1976 debut with a tie-breaking
two-run pinch single in the
eighth inning that sparked the
Angels to a 5-2 victory over the
Minnesota Twins.
"I hadn't worked out since
spring training until this
weekend after they called me
about the possibility of coming
back," the 37-year-old Davis
said after collecting the
2,059th hit of his career. '"I
figure my days are numbered,
but I thought I could do the job
for four months.-
In other American League
action, the New York Yankees
whipped the Boston Red Sox 7-
2, the Baltimore Orioles
outlasted the Cleveland
Indians 2-0 in 14 innings. the
Chicago White Sox nipped the
Texas Rangers 1-0 in 11, the
Kansas City Royals edged the
Oakland A's 4-3 in 12 and the
Detroit Tigers downed the
Milwaukee Brewers 6-4.
Davis was supposed to start
work with a record promotion
company in Los Angeles this
week. However, he received a
call from Angels general
Manager Harry Dalton last
Friday and decided to resume
his playing career.
"It wasn't tough coming
back to baseball," he said
after delivering his clutch hit
on a 2-2 curve from Minnesota
relief ace Bill Campbell.
Dave Chalk drove in the
other three California runs
with a two-run single in the
second inning and a sacrifice
fly following Davis' hit.
Yankees'?, Red Sox 2
Ed Figueroa hurled a four
hitter and the Yankees chased
Boston starter Dick Pole in
piling up a 6-0 second-inning
lead. The Yankees scored five
times in the second on four
walks, a hit batter, a run-
scoring wild pitch and only
two hits, one of them Chris
(7hambliss' two-run single.
Cecil Cooper accounted for
Boston's runs with a sixth-
inning homer.
Orioles 2, Indians 0
Lee May crashed a two-run
Little Experielite
CAMBRIDGE, Ohio Al' •
Marcia Smoke has retired, but
a handful with Olympic
experience will lead a field of
300 in the U.S. Olympic canoe
and kayak trials the next two
weekends at Salt Fork State
Park.
Smoke, who won a bronze
medal in the Tokyo games 12
years ago, has retired from
the sport.
However, those with
Olympic experience in tht
competition in the next two
weeks include Andy Weigand
'Altd Roland Muhlen, sixth in
the two-man kayak in the
Munich games four years ago:
Nancy Leahy of Dundak. Md
and Sperry Rademaker .-of
Floral City, Fla.
Twelve spots on the
American Olympic team will
be settled this weekend. The
retrtaining five will be decided
the following weekend at the
state lake in eastern Ohio.
bother in the 14th inning off
Cleveland reliever Tom
Buskey following a single by
Reggie Jackson. Jim Palmer
and Wayne Garland combined
for an eight-hit shutout, the
first against the Indians this
season._ The drive by May
negated a two-hit pitching
performance by Cleveland's
Jackie Brown, Dave LaRoche
and Buskey through the first
13 innings.
White Sox 1, Rangers 0
Jorge Orta's single with the
bases loaded in the bottom of
the 11th produced the game's
only run and ended a string of
24 consecutive scoreless in-
nings by loser Jim Umbarger.
The White Sox loaded the
bases on Jim Essian's double,
a sacrifice and a pair of in-
tentional walks. Chicago
starter Bart Johnson gave up
just three hits in nine innings.
Royals 4, A's 3
John Mayberry's sacrifi(',
fly in the 12th inning scored
Amos Otis with the winning
run. Otis opened the 12th by
drawing a walk off Rollie
Fingers and George Brett
singled for his fourth hit of the
game, moving Otis to third.
Mayberry then hit a long fly to
score the run.
Kansas City_ had tied the
game in the ninth on a walk to
Fred Patek, a sacrifice by
Frank White and a long
sacrifice fly by Tony Solaita
that scored Patek all the was
from second base. The A's had
taken a 3-2 lead in the seventh
inning on Sal Bando's two-run
homer.
Tigers 6, Brewers 4
Willie Horton drove in two
runs with a single and a
sacrifice fly and Ben Oglivie
hit a two-run inside-the-park
pinch homer as Detroit posted
its fourth consecutive victory
over Milwaukee in the five-
game series. Oglivie's home
run came in the eighth inning
and provided Detroit's win-
ning margin. Brewers starter
Jim Colborn, 2-7, lost his sixth
straight game while Detroit
starter Vern Ruhle raised his
record to 4-1.
green on the 305-yard 13th to
post successive bogeys and
fell back to even par.
She then parred the next
three—three of the longest
holes on the course—before
disaster almost struck again
on the 155-yard 17th. With the
rain pouring down, she pushed
her tee shot into the trees at
the right, leaving her with
only a punch shot out.
This too ended up next to a
tree and a second chip out to
the fairway left her still short
of the green in three. Pitching
on, she almost sank her putt,
the ball going into the cup but
coming out, leaving her with a
triple bogey six. She then
parred the difficult, 360-yard
18th for a 42 on the back side
and her sparkling 78 in the
rain,
Nancy Howell, Clarksville,
was the third place finisher
with an 84. Low net in the
flight went to Jean Brien,
Calvert City, with 72, followed
by Virginia Davis, Paducah,
and Florence Lewis, Jackson,
Mo., with 75's.
In the first flight, Virginia
Everette, Princeton, was the
winner with 86. Tena King,
Clarksville, was second with
87. and Millie Brown,
Paducah, was third with 89.
Mary Bogard, Murray Oaks,
was the low net winner with
71, followed by Wanda
Mullinax, Paducah, with 75
and Mary McQuary, Jackson,
ANOTHER WIN Mary Bain seems to make a habit of win
fling in area golf tourneys Several times she has won the Oaks
Ladies Invitational and Wednesday she captured her third
George Hort Tournament crown.
Mo., with 77.
Dot Arnold, Paducah, was
the second flight winner with
93, two strokes in front of
Doris Thomas. Madisonville.
with 95. Hilda Jackson,
Benton, was third with 97. Low
net in the flight went to
Pauline Green, Paducah, with
73, followed by Nell Roach,
Murray, and Toby Williams,
Madisonville, with 75's.
Winner of the third flight
was Della Boggess, Murray
Oaks, with 94, followed by
Vicki Nance, also of the Oaks
with 95, and Gail Ledbetter.
Clarksville, with 98. Angie
Manning, Clarksville, was the
low net winner with 72. Sarah
London, Hopkinsville, and
Jessie Hutchens, Benton, were
next with 75's.
In the fourth and final
flight, Sandy Coleman,
Murray Oaks, was the winner
with 100. Judy McDaniel,
Duendin, Fla., was second
with 106, and Evelyn
Kesterson, Mayfield, was
third with 110. Low net went to
Jean Wilson, Murray, with 71,
followed by Dianne Villanova,
Murray, with 74, and Polly'
Seale, Murray Oaks, with 77.
A team of Murray Country
Club ladies—Beverly Parker,
Betty Lowry, Carol Hibbard
and Phyllis Kain—won the
Dorothy Holland team trophy
by a single stroke, 357 to 358,
over the Paducah Rolling Hills
Country Club team of Wanda
Mullinax, Virginia Davis, -
Millie Brown and Dot Arnold.
The 18-hole medal play
tournament was pre-flighted
with handicaps from 4 ihrough
14 in the championship flight,
15 through 20 in the first flight,
21 through 25 in the second
flight, 26 through 29 in the
third flight and 30 through 40
in the fourth flight.
Ninety-five players turned
out for the tournament, which
is one of the highlights of the






JIM McKEE SUPPLY CO.
1109 N. Market St. Paris, Tenn.
(901) 642-3352
OPEN: SATURDAYS from 8:00 til 4:00
SATURDAY, JUNE 5th SPECIALS
Whirlpool EAT15ITR, 15.2 cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR
only 2 at 
Whirlpool EAT17PM 17 Cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR
with ice maker. Only 1 at '469"
Whirlpool EAT17NKA 17 cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR
'39900Add ice maker later. Only 1 in avocado 
Whirlpool SAU420P 4 cycle under counter
DISHWASHERS. Only 2 at  each '22500
SDC8000 Whirlpool TRASH COMPACTOR
One only. -Going for"  S2 1 9"
each $ 00359
These are all new appliances with "Tee Care Service" guarantees, for June 5th only at Jim
McKee Supply.
See our light fixture and bath displays in our 5,000 sq.
ft. showroom. Remember, FREE DELIVERY on ANY MAJOR
ITEM or APPLIAkICE.
EfiRy financing al allublf (It:
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AP — Curtis Strange,
bumped out of the British
Amateur Golf Championship
for the second straight year,
may have played in the old
tournament for the last time.
"By this time next year I
may be a professional," said
the 21-year-old stroke-maker
from Virginia Beach, Va.
-If I am still an amateur I
shall be back, but I am going
to turn professional some time
and my plans are very open at
the moment."
Strange decided to be a pro
after finishing 14th in this
year's Masters at Augusta,
Ga. He was favored to win the
British Amateur title on the
old course at St. Andrews, but
like last year, he was beaten X-
the second round — this time
by Tommy Cochrane, a 23-
year-old Scottish printer who 
GET RID OF IrAlln
KILLER r
Nobody really wants to be fat .. and
some people need help. Here's a sim-
ple way to lose weight. MONADE X
helps you curb your appetite. You
eat less — you weigh less! Start your
MONADE X reducing plan today —
you've a new way of life ahead of
you, If you don't lose that ugly fat
— well cheerfully refund your
money — no questions asked
Ntellawd Drags 109 Se. WI St.
Mail Orders RINI
took a week's holiday to play
in the big tournament.
How does a man who
outscored some of the world's
top pros at Augusta fail so
regularly in the British
Amateur, where many of the
competitors just play golf for
fun on the weekend?
"Well, that's match play,"
Strange said. "There are days
when you do not play well. One
bad round, and you are out."
"On this occasion, my op-
ponent putted very well, and I
did not make any putts at all."
Cochrane won 3 and 2 after
pulverizing Strange by rolling
in two fantastic putts from 30
yards.
The formula of match play
and head-to-head knockout
wrecked the organizing
committee's plans for the
-quarterfinals. After two
.rounds, only three of the eight
seeded players were left in
contention.
These included two
Americans — Vinny Giles, the
defending champion from
Richmond, Va., and Dick
Siderowf, the 1973 champion
from Westport, Conn.
Giles had a tough time
Wednesday against Michael
Miller, another of Scotland's
multitude of talented amateur
golfers.
Thank You
We have appreciated the confidence you have
shown by letting us write your insurance.
It has become necessary for us to leave the in-
surance business and we have sold our agency to
the Joe Sledd Insurance Agency located at 505
Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Joe Sledd will continue to renew and service
your business, so please call him at 753-5842 or
visit his office any time.
We will be continuing our Real Estate Business








Two Homers To Rain
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
The Atlanta Braves have the
worst record in the majors
and they may also have the
worst luck.
Ask slugger Earl Williams.
Williams clubbed home runs
in the second and third innings
Wednesday night as the
Braves built a 5-0 lead against
San Diego, and then watched
it all go down the drain — the
victim of an untimely Atlanta
thunderstorm.
"How do you rationalize
it?," asked a disgusted
Williams after umpires called
off the game in the fourth
. inning, just four outs short of
being an official contest.
"It's a pain in the back. It's
what you root for when you
are losing by a lot and what
you root against when you are
ahead."
Elsewhere in the National
League, Philadelphia dumped
St. Louis 4-1, Pittsburgh beat
Montreal 4-2, Los Angeles
bombed San Francisco 11-3,
Cincinnati shaded Houston 8-7
Injury
ATLANTA ( AP) — Biff
Pocoroba of the Atlanta
Braves will be out of action for
three weeks with a fractured
right knee suffered this week
while catching Dick Ruthven
in the bullpen, the National
League club announced
Wednesday.
Pocoroba, who had been
handling most of the catching
chores for Atlanta, was hitting
.230 with seven runs batted in.
Anderson Says No
More Microphones
HOUSTON API — Cin-
cinnati Reds Manager Sparky
Anderson will no longer allow
networks to wire him for
sound during televised
baseball games.
Anderson said he is inclined
not to watch his language and
his coaches avoid him during
the games fearing their words
will be picked up.
Anderson said he uttered a
few expletives during
Saturday's game with Los
Angeles. He did it again
Monday during the game with
the Astros at Houston, but
fortunately the microphone
had gone dead.
"Klu (batting coach Ted
Kluszewski ) was standing
next to me and was afraid to
say anything and George
Scherger stayed down at the
other end of the dugout like I
had the plague," Anderson
said.
and Chicago beat New York 5-
3.
Atlanta was the only city
that got rained on Wednesday
night and the Braves were the
team that could least afford it.
They are 17-30 so far, 12 games
out of first place in the NL
West.
Williams, off to a slow start,
had shown signs of rounding
into form and had his average
up to .242. Then came the
fireworks ... then came the
rain.
Phillies 4, Cardinals I
Lefty Tom Underwood
tossed a five-hitter and con-
tributed a two-run single as
Philadelphia won its 13th
straight road game and 19th in
23 games over-all. Dick Allen
doubled home one run and Bob
Boone singled in another. John
Curtis, 3-5, lost it and Hector
Cruz homered for the Cards.
Pirates 4, Expos 2
Sacrifice flies by Richie Zisk
in the eighth and Bob
Robertson in the ninth helped
Bruce Kison even his record at
4-4 with relief help from Dave
Giusti. Woody Fryman, 6-3,
lost it for Montreal which has
dopped six straight. Manny
Sanguillen had a single,








































ri urges you to do your
SPIRING
CLEANING
I WITH flaNori pow) CARRO  CARED u CT s
Our Low
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. some soft-drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only
26- or 28-ounce bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
they're empty, bring 'em back for a refund the easy way
... in the handy carton you took them home in.
Dodgers 11, Giants 3
Rick Rhoden picked up his
fourth victory without a loss
and drove in four runs with
two singles and a squeeze bunt
for Los Angeles. Rhoden
spaced 10 hits, including home
runs by Dave Rader and
Bobby Murcer. The Dodgers
pounded out 18 base hits off
John Montefusco, 6-4, and four
relievers, including three each
by Ron Cey and Dusty Baker.
Reds 8, Astros 7
Cincinnati got a pair of runs
in the seventh — Dan
Driessen's RBI single and Joe
Morgan's sacrifice fly — to go
ahead for good in the see-saw
contest. Will McEnany won it
and Ken Forsch lost it, both in
relief. Tony Perez knocked in
three runs with a pair of
singles for the Reds.
Cubs 5, Mets 3
Chicago struck for four runs
off Craig Swan, 2-5, in the
fifth, two of them on Manny
Trillo's single. Bill Bonham, 4-
2, went the distance with a
nine-hitter to notch the Cubs'
second complete game of the
year. Rick Monday had three
hits for Chicago which trails
third-place New York by one
game in the NL East. The
Mets have dropped 10 of their
last 12 games.










































or allow simple information on Hairy products 10 let.elve relund 
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DuPont oval horn per Magri top Loupon label and sales slip tor 
refund
claim to Rally Rei„,,I Otter P0 Bo. 3615 Chester PA 19016
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Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
_,1/0117,7A
f
IRYTTLED RV PADUCAH BOTTLING CO , 











































































































































Maupin May Be Mayoral Candidate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The deputy superintendent of
Jefferson County schools,
Milburn Maupin, said
Tuesday he may become a








Lew, Lew Films Prices











18 Domesticates20 Period of
time
22 Al that place
23 Part of for-
tification
25 Perpetually 3
27 Cut for inser- 3.8 ,flog Arthur s 47 Pronounlion into
lance 48 Depositmortise
print 
39 Bookkeeping 49 Weight of In28 Prepares for record die
30 Cry 42 Wooden pin 51 Guido s nigh
3 Plaything 4-4 Amount noteowed 52 Excavate33 Have
3 Lohg step CvtillicerCh Se'
55 Note of
scale
Maupin said his candidacy
depends on two factors: his
opinion of other candidates
and his standing with the
teachers' retirement program
were he successful.
He said the most important
factor is his ability to obtain a
leave of absence to serve four
years as mayor without im-
pairing his retirement stan-
ding.
Maupin also said it doesn't
bother him that previous
black candidates for mayor
have fared poorly.
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I KNOW WHO STOLE the
milk can at my house. If





pickup truck tires, Hi:
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +
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Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
Assume Payments • 40
Acres Ranch near St.
Johns Arizona Pay 2
back payments $109
Was $13,000 Balance









Street and wedges, $5.00
pair. Men's boots and
shoes, $6.00 pair.










Route 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2366.
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High- _








3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF THE
late Willie Jones wishes
to express our deep
appreciation to the West
View Nursing Home and
the nurses, Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home,
Bro. Lassiter and Bro.
Phelps, Gus Roberson
Jr. and Richard Jones,
pallbearers, friends and
relatives. We are indeed
grateful for every card,
telephone call, visit, the
food, flowers and
, especially the prayers.
May God bless all is our
prayer. Avie Jones. Mr.
and Mrs. Othel
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Paschall and
boys.
WE WISH to express our
appreciation to our
friends, neighbors and
relatives who were so
kind to us after the death
of our father and
grandfather, Forrest
Coleman. Thanks for the
beautiful flowers, cards,
food and prayers.
Especially we would like
to thank Rev. W. E.
Glover and Rev. A. M.
Thomas for their words
of comfort, the Warren
Trio, the pallbearers
and the staff of the
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. May
God bless each of you.
The family of Forrest
Coleman.
5 Lost And Found
FOUND CALF IN vicinity
of Penny Community.
Can have by describing.
Call 753-3354.
FOUND TWO BLACK
and tan part hound,




vicinity of Doran Rd.
Call 753-7145
5 lost And Found
LOST BLACK
LABRADOR old gun shy
female. Orange collar,









SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manger, 753-
5550.
LABORERS TO TRAVEL
with King Bros. Circus.
Salary plus room and
board furnished. Apply




business of your own
that won't upset your
family duties? It offers
good money with no
cash outlay. Queensway
would like to invest in
you. Call today at 901-
885-9150 or 901-885-6989
after 5 p. in.
WANT woman to stay














14 Want To Boy
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER. Call Dill







15 Articles For Sale
ONE YEAR OLD Hoover
camper size. refrig-
erator and 20 gallon
aquarium complete.







34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15 -
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -
41.57 + 3.47 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
FRESH CUT OAK bean
poles and tomato stakes
Can be seen at 609
Sycatnore.
THE PROVEN CARPET
cleaner Blue Lustre is




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
BUNK BEDS single $65,




$25. One wing sofa with 3
cushions, $50. One green
nylon pile rug, 11 x 8,
$25. One blue plush pile
rug, 11 x 8. 825. One end
table, $10. Call 753-2649.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent • electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
WEED EATER, $29,95, to









$25.00 and $35.00. Por-
table dryer, $100. Dining
room table, 6 chairs,
615.00. Call 753-4757 or
753-7826, call between 4
p.m. and 10 p. m.
LADY KENMORE
washer and dryer.
$50.00 for both. Can be
seen at 203 South 11th.
LIVING ROOM FUR-
NITURE like new, loose
pillow back sofa, red
and gold cut velvet, 2
gold velvet club chairs,
one olive stripe lounge
chair, 1 brass lamp, 1
ceramic lamp, 2 Ethan




refrigerator, table and 6
chairs, couch and chair,
etc. Can be seen at 413








and Service, 500 Maple













Good condition. Call 436-
2262.
TWO ROW CASE corn




cutter, New Holland hay
conditioner, 16' 6" auger
electric motor, Derbon





in good condition. Also
belly mower. Call 753-
7975.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




14' BOAT WITH trailer,
$200. 16' trailer, $200.
Call 437-4573.
WOMAN'SAMF bicycle,
brand new $60.00. Also
set of twin box springs,
like new. Good brand.
$80. Call 753-9782.
SAIL BOAT 12' Lockley
Sloop Wig, like new $140.
Call 753-3143.
15 H. P. JOHNSON motor,
with gas tank. $75. Call
753-0935.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
22 Musical
DYN STEREO floor
speakers. 25" x 15" x
10". 6" Woofer and 3"
Tweeter. $35 Call 753-
0974.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, acorss
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The





base guitar with velvet







Plastic put under house.
Kelley Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.
24. Miscellaneous
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732i. red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.




Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" -25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.




electric edger. 1974 7,-2
h. p. 26" Yazoo mower,
good condition. Call 753-
7836.
14' ALUMINUM BOAT, 5
h. p. motor, $165. Couch,
chair and ottoman, $25.
110 volt air conditioner,
$35. Portable sewing
machine, ;25. 20" fan,








CLOCK plus other old
clocks, churns, kerosene
lamps, railroad lanterns.




with full size BSR
changer. $185. Also FM 8
track car stereo, $40.
Call 753-3470.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME for sale.
1973 model 12' x 52' two
bedroom, -all electric,
central heat, air con-
ditioned. Call 436-5854.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65,
2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air. All
electric. Call 489-2317 or
489-2666 or 489-2348.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air conditioned, un-
derpinned, strapped, 120
x 140 private lot. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-8113.
HOUSE TRAILER and
lot. Located on Route 6,
Box 58A, Pottertown
Road. Call 753-4869 after
Sp. m.
ATTRACTIVE 1972
Homette 12 x 60, located
in town, anchored.
underpinned and fur-
nished, plus central air,
washer and dr), er.
Immediate Possession.
C.all 753-9364.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call
489-2317 or 489-2348 or
489-2666.
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27. Mobile Home Sales
8 x 38 TRAILER AT Blood
River Boat Dock. For
information see Mr.
Elmer Williams at dock
or call 314-748-5868.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO LARGE LOTS. 12 x
60 mobile home, all





29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM
TRAILER, 2 miles








by Gene Johnson (12 years experience)
Specializing in...
•All types of automotive glass.
• Condenser & gas tank repair.
209 S. 7th 753-1751
Check Our Prices First!
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER 10 x 55 and 12 x











in the Mobile Home












Call after 5 - 753-8216.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32. Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished apartment






Due to rumors that the Radio Cab Co. of Murray has gone out of business, ,Nt'
would like to say to all of the good folks of Murray & Calloway County, and
surrounding areas, we have NOT gone out of business and do not intend to.
Rumors that we were only renting or leasing the Radio Cab Co. from Mr.
Cecil Fitts, is NOT true. We purchased the Radio Cab Co. July 9, 1973 from
Mr. Cecil Fitts and have owned and operated the business since that tune
We do not have anyone else working for us, we do our own driving. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank each and everyone of our customers
and all the rest of the fine people of Murray. We do appreciate your business
If you need a taxi our service IS available 12 hours a day Monday through
Saturday, closed on Sundays and National Holidays. Again we sincere')
thank all of you for your business.
Chuck & Myrtle Wenerick,
Owners & Operators
of Radio Cab Co. Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5351, 753-5352
6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p. m.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-













Also modern 2 bedroom
furnished apartment.
Call 753-8333.
NICE FURNISHED 1 or 2
bedroom apartment.















































goat and one month old
doe. Call 436-2124.




A scenic park-like development on Blood River
of beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Lake Front and Lake View
Home Sites For Sale
For .vnir privacy and varying tastes, all home sites have been engineered to







P. p. Box 95, Murray. Ky. 4471
301 S..litainard
La Grange, III. 6052.
VI'S& // miles from Vurral. A r.. take 911.41.1 g,, No,. fake 0010 8.5 milp. ii, Cedarling fling
X 3E" X in MI
38 Pets Supplies
FIVE YEAR OLD trained
pet Bull Dog, $100.00,
and registered Enghsh
setter pup, $35.00. Call
437-4328.
AKC REGISTERED by
Poodles for sale, 2





black, $6150. Stud ser-
vice available. Call 753-
4470.
FEMALE BEAGLE AKC
registered, 6 years old,
$30. Pups $15 each. Call
753-7126.
SILVER POODLE, 5





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41 Public Sales
FOUR PARTY Yard Sale
Friday and Saturday,
corner of 5th and Pine. 8
a. m. til ?
HOUSEHOLD CON-
TENTS Auction at 111
South 10th, Murray. On
June 5, 1976 at 2:00 p.m.
Property cannot be seen
until day of sale. Wayne
Wilson Auctioneer.
GARAGE SALE, Oaks
Estates, 2 miles out






YARD SALE 219 South
13th, Friday and
Saturday, 9-5. Fishing
tackle, tools, 51/2 h. p.
Johnson boat motor,
camping equipment,
table of new discon-
tinued . merchandise
from local business,
ceramics, and lots of
other miscellaneous.
SIX FAMILY Yard sale,
Friday and Saturday on
Highway 641 at Dexter
from 9-4.
YARD SALE OFF OF N.
16th Extended on Coles
Campground Road.





and Saturday, 9-? One
mile on Pottertown
Highway 280 Clothes,




sale, AM-FM car radio,
car tape player, some
Watkins products, 11
piece coffee service,
Avon bottles, 802 Sharp.














some glass, lots of
other items.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE Friday 7 to 7
and Saturday, 7 to 4, 423





table with 4 chairs,
clothing, large size
puzzles, odds and ends
and album collection.
YARD SALE -Friday,
Saturday, June 4 and 5.
7:00 to 4 p. m. Clothing,






Saturday, 8 till ?
G lasswerre, clothes,
electric oven, Avon, all
occasion cards, games,





Rummage Sale Open e,•41













35 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. $400 per acre.
Address to P. 0. Box
32H, Murray.
INCOME
Well upkeep We 2 story 4
bedroom, 2 bobs, 2,-,...
reefed,' sfircoo on N. Ph
Only S31,400.010
SAIAL1 FARM
With beeped v4 Frame T
bedroom dwelling hes 20 t
30 carport S x S storage
within I' 2 mile of y Lobe
WILSON REALTY
Call 753 3263 anytlele
SELL YOUR HOME
through KOPPERUD,
711 Main. Just listed new
home near completion in
Canterbury Estates.
This is a custom built, 3
















1222 for personal full
service real estate.
Accessible Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real




The Pnperty Valuation Administrator's office an
flounces that the Property Assessment Books will be




One of the few remaining things in this
country that is still FREE, is a visit
from ME or one of my associates. For
an estimate of your property, or for an
AUCTION date call COLLECT.
daytime 388-7251, night 388-7088
Thomas White & Sons




located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
ON 641 SOUTH, 10 room, 4
br., 2 bath, brick home
with den, dining room,
and full basement. Wall
to wall carpet, and lots
of extras. On 11/2 acres.
At rear of property is a 5
car clean-up shop with
air compressor, heaters,
furniture for office, and
coke machine. Call Guy




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a






with plenty of shade
trees. Five acres of
pasture under new
fence. Four outbuildings
and deep well, 2 miles
East of Murray on
Lassiter Rd., 4th house




Very nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath, den-kitchen combo
brick home. Has wall to
wall carpet, hook-up for
washer and dryer,
garbage disposer, built
in range, lots of closets,
and central gas and
central air. Located on a





ACREAGE 1-2 MILE off
641 North. 31 acres and







proximately 112 x 169.
Perfect site for building
your home. Call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
44. lots For Sale
WATERFRONT LAKE
Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cynthiana,









711 Main 753-1222 753-3003
George Gallagher Home: 753-8129
• 
AUCTION
Saturday, June 5 1:30 P. M.
Location: Highway 121 South of Murray Mrs. Esther
Sigmon Property
Mrs. Esther Sigmon has sold her real property and is moving to
town and no longer needs some of her personal property. Here is an
excellent opportunity for you to buy A-1 quality merchandise.
FURNITURE
Partial Listing: Mahogany Duncan Phyfe dining set consisting of table, six
chairs, and china cabinet, 21 ft. Coldspot freezer, 0. E. refrigerator, Kenmore
Suds-Saver washer, Whirlpool dryer, laundry tub, living room chair, 3 platform
swivel chairs, metal cabinet, lawn chairs, 8 rrun projector.
SHOP TOOLS
Craftsman band saw, Craftsman table saw on stand, grinder, vise, electric
drill, tool boxes, motors, pipe wrenches, tap and die sets, post hole digger,
shovels, hoes, rakes, axes, bits, wheel barrow and many other items. An ex-
cellent opportunity for the "home shop owner" to stock up on shop tools.
PLUS
Stevens 410 Gauge Shotgun that has shot less than one boo of shells. 7 Is. p.
electric start Massey Ferguson riding lawn mower looks like it has never been




Auctioneers - John Randolph, Roger Meredith, Apprentice
FURNITURE SALE}









Low as $1 irci each
( 1 3 Piece Maple
Bedroom Suite
Was S679.00 Now $559'
1) 2 Piece Maple
Bedroom Suite
Was S458,00 No)N4 $3490'
(1) Gun Cabinet
Was $129.00 \,)„ $8900
All Clocks 30% off
Odd Cocktail Tables
Was $29.95
& Odd Ends Tables






























































































qy 112 x 169.
Le for building
!. Call 753-8080
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45. farms For Sale
SMALL FARM off 641
North, s mile from
Flint Baptist Church on
Flint Baptist Church
Road.
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND LOT. Three
bedroom, and out-
building, 3 miles Nor-
theast of Farmington. 12
miles from Murray.




DINGS 3 or 4 bedroom
brick, over 2,000 sq. ft.
Excellent condition in
Canterbury Estates
Call after 5. Upper 40's.
753-9513.
THREE BEDROOM
central heat and air,
carpet throughout, 5






iJosig4 bedreem, 2 bath
..11.1 OA iirri censer let
nem MO s d mak
rowers comma Coatral eir
coaditsosswp and gas beet.
Large listen-6.am mem
cembasistiori Corrimient
Ititciten srla wining 'roe
mid Malt..sephanciss Car-
peted threephom latre
imp IS a 30 bedroom, 22'
a 25' mews's room. Cell
753-7133.
Xas .13k.
At Homes Foi Sale





garage. Priced to sell




brick home on 1 acre.
Three bedrooms,





















Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
ONE ACRE, FOUR
bedroom brick on paved
road. Four miles SE of














10 a. m. Rain or Shine
at the late Its. Hardin Wrye home. about 2 miles
east of Murray, off Highway 94. first house on High-
way 2$0.
Will offer biggest and best variety ever sold,
dining table, chairs, buffet, like new large living
room couch, with matching maple end tables, couch
that makes a bed, large chairs (straight and
rocker), nice poster bedroom suite, another nice
suite, GE no frost refrigerator-freezer, and 4 mon-
ths old self-cleaning Frigidaire stove, both copper
color, freezer, washer, dryer. Color and black and
white T. V., Hoover vacuum cleaner, globe
swinging and pole lamps, card table and four
chairs, small metal cabinet, wood and wrought iron
magazine racks, picture frames, nice luggage,
clean quilts, electric and other blankets, lots of
cookeware, and best dishes, large pressure cooker,
few collectors pieces, amber pitcher and 5 glasses,
large berry bowl and six servers, lots of stemware
and other good pieces, some grocerys, hand tools,
grill, cast iron grape pattern bench, 2 chairs and
table, yard chairs, few small rugs, and many small
useful pieces, no junk.
Executor Mr. Pat Wrye will be offering the
beautiful brick home for private sale soon.
Don't miss this outstanding auction!






 The preptant herbicide





A cold, wet spell soon after soybea-
come up .s enough stress for yOur
crop to contend with The last thing
needs is added pressure from a
herbicide
Tolban has excellent crop tolerance
even when its cold and wet So 
yc
beans take the coid, wet weather
better
Tolban gives you consistent contrr
of most annual grasses. And so
me
broadleaf weeds.
See us about Tolban Find out tor
yourself how t can help your bean,
start strong, and finish clean
Save time, energy and money. Let us
custom apply at no additional cost)










"WHO9 HUMMING SWEET GEORGIA
f31ZOWNII ?"






1968 YAMAHA, road bike,
good condition. Call 436-
2482.
1975 HONDA CB 550,
excellent condition. 1400
mites, orange metalic,




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
L78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware.
Paris, Tenn.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
A BLUE 1974 Nova, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
37,000 miles. $2,150. Call
753-8599 after 8:00 p. m.
1974 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, air, AM-
FM radio, tilt steering,









1972 MG MIDGET, good
condition. Call 753-0346.
1973 DATSUN 2602 ex-
cellent condition. Local
owner, priced to sell.
$4,800 or best offer. Call
753-9297.
1963 FALCON, good local
car. $225. Three 6.75 x
16.5 rims, two 8.75 x 16.5
tires. Call 753-6505.
1968 FORD LTD Wagon,
good mechanically,
interior good, new
starter and fuel pump,
good tires, $500.00 or
best offer. Call 753-0668.
1971 RANCHERO,
automatic, power








condition. Call days 753-
1362, nights 436-5380.
1988 CHEVROLET 2 ton,
grain bed truck. Good
condition. Call 753-0412
or 753-9519.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
50 Campers
CAMPER 16' COACH-
MAN pop up, sleeps 6,






cabinets, sleeps 5. $1,200
firm. Call 492-8149 after
a:30.
16' TRAILER, camper.


































INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling







or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction
Call collect for free
estimates, 247-7333.
CLOWNS FOR HIRE. All





and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354--
8161 or 1-354-8138.
1966 MUSTANG, good WILL DO babysitting in
condition. Call 753-5577. my home. Call 492-8374.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air conditioned, one






call 753-fillit after 5, 762-
7i151 A to 4 30
COLLEGE STUDENT




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing










May 1, extremely good
rates. Call 753-1960,






















vice. No job too small.






DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
EXPERT BICYCLE
repair, parts and ser-




Licari rugs of all kinds
In business, homes,
and instibitIon rugs
come clean by steam





and exterior by the




FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free






4124, South 4th Street.
Across horn Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






























struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.









Sat. June 5,1117115 a. m.
At the home of the late
Mr Archie Cornwell
Located twc blocks behind North Hardin Cams School
Bldg I-lordc Ky
Household items: 2 pc living room suit, maple
dining table & four chairs, Zenith color TV, 2 B & W
TV's, 2 platform rockers, end tables, lamps, oc-
casional chairs, twin beds complete, pedestals,
collection salt & pepper shakers, portable stereo.
This is the best collection of one-of-a-kind
primitives, antiques & collector items we have had
the privilege to offer at auction in a long time.
ANTIQUES
8 Day clock, washstand, pie safe, round oak dining
claw foot table, wall telephones, oak bedstead, pit-
cher & bowl set, small telephone switchboard, small
wood cook stove, picture frames, night chamber,
trunk, briar hook, cherry captains chair, kerosene
wall lamp, vietrola, records, license plates, vinegar
cruets, assorted old dishes, beautiful mantle with
beveled mirror, metal kerosene lamp, preserve
stands, straight back chairs, mahogny love seat, tea
kettle, coffee grinders, dial telephones, old radios,
piano rolls, ice tongs, sausage grinder, lap spread,
weight scales, shoe last. Box after box




Mot Respoinale In Case al ar crones
In accordance with the open door policy
adopted n 1975 by the Board of Directors
of the Murrcry-Calloway County Corn-
prehens, Ye Care Center:
Applications are now being accepted for
a board position.
If you desire to serve on this governing
board, you should immediately contact
Mrs. Boyd at the Center - 753-M22.
A worthwhile community project needs
your suppOrt,
`f0
Are you Physically Fit?
Why Not Get In Shope
Physical conditioning and weight lif-
ting instructions being offered starting












$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
null road across bridge










glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M & G Complete Glass



















vou II be amazed when you see
how 'silty deep down clean your
carpets can be RINSENVAC
onset and 'vacuums out dirt and
grime in a solule sweep Cleans
tee way protessusnals do--but at
a tractron of the cost'
Se, onthIPONI carpel tlessiof
ow cat lo poem!! am,
RENT Rill$DIVRC 112.00
Serval Ism .
















FREE SIX WEEK OLD
Border Collie puppies,
black and white, very
healthy and gentle.
Need lots of love and
attention from a good
home. They are being




grey and white. Call
evenings 753-9629.
POUR 8 WEEKS old
kittens free to give
away. Call 753-3896.
Auction
'Autrday, June 5, 1976, 2:00 p.m.,
111 S. 10th St., Murray, Ky.
Items
1173 Seen ref Aponte, free'« cembleatiee wtit ics maker
store ept shit, Frost geese retripersitisr apt Mao, nerve ?A-
M rook cemibiasetiee with 2 eine speakers sad beelipbsises,
smack, choirs, sectiseal coach, imps, tables, bilk beck chair.
ort velvet dot. cease, desk sad chair, Seers portable dish
washer, eirtommitic dehumidifier. Sean heavy duty wirsimw aid
dryer, vise cabinet, bourse table. ceassile teknisisse black mid
whits, ceaslitimmir, triple dress« with bed sled eipinstessd.
antique bed, 2 Madre= suits, black she. carpet 2 fibs'
cabbies, lame metal stomps chest, 3 fuses, eisionsie sod table,
imp pile of aid bricks kawn clears, beeseheid sad rears ether
items. Items cm be seise day of sale eery
Auction by
Wilson and Thompson
Call 753-3263, Murray, Ky.
Not Respessible 1s apse it eccifivset
"Today's Feature"
Mini-Farm. 12 acres of fine land with a 6 rm. 3 br
and bath brick home. 2 outbuildings. One could
easily be used as a 2 bay clean-up shop or garage. D
utiles from Murray on highway 641.
Newly listed, really sharp 6 rm. 3 br. and 1 bath
frame home with den, carpets, garbage disposer,
range and ref. Close to the University. Priced to
sell. Call.
Just reduced to rock bottom. 8 rm. 3 br. 2 bath and
garage brick home. Central heat and air, carpet,
range, dishwasher, fireplace, den, dining room,
living room, and huge utility nn. This home can not
be reproduced at anything near the new low price.
Home completely redecorated, inside and out. Call




Buy Choice Listings From
Kopperud Realty
London Drive
Just listed, new home in Canterbury Estates, nearing completion. Buy now
and choose your own wallpaper, carpeting and other interior decor. Three
large bedrooms, two baths, large den with fireplace, formal dining room,
kitchen, ten closets, and electric heat pump. Home has pella windows,
recessed lighting, built-in bookcases, custom made cabinets and has quality
throughout. Phone us today.
Oxford Drive
This quality 3 bedroom. 2 bath home in Canterbury Estates has lovely car-
peting throughout, large living room, formal dining room, very large kit-
chen-den combination, central heat and air, 2 car garage with ample storage
and wooden deck patio in backyard. Priced at $42,750.
Gatesborough
3 bedroom, 2 bath home with many outstanding features, including den with
fireplace, wood beamed ceilings, dark wood paneling, built-in desk and
bookshelves. Stereo speakers throughout house, central vacuum, large
modern kitchen with all appliances, including built-in trash compactor. Cen-
tral electric heat and air, two car garage and ample storage areas. $44,500..
2210 Gatesborough Circle
This colonial brick ranch home has many fine features for comfortable and
elegant living. This home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room with dining
area, den with fireplace, large kitchen, utility room, endbaed sun porch, and
two car attached garage. Exquisite color coordination and decor in every
room, central gas heat, central electric air-conditioning and many extras.
Phone Bill Kopperud 75,3-1222 for an appointment. $44,900.
905 Doran Rood
Three bedroom modern brick ranch home with 2 baths, large living room,
dining room, kitchen-den combination, central gas heat and central electric
air. Owners moving out of state and must sell. Make an offer and get a real
bargain on this well built and well located home.
1607 Parklane
Like new, very neat and attractive 3 bedroom PI bath home with living
room, kitchen-den combination utility room, covered concrete patio, outside
storage, central heat and air and garage. Only $31,500.
1200 South 16th
Three bedroom home on large lot with large impressive stone fireplace arid
shag carpet in den. Living room, dining room and kitchen. A well located











711 Main Phone 753-1222 Bus.






The funeral for Ovis Treas
of Murray Route Four is being
held today at 2:30 p. m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., of-
ficiating and the Church
Choir, directed by Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist, providing
the music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Lee Mills, Otho Clark, L. D.
Warren, Marvin Parks, Leon
Cooper, and Eugene Nance.
Burial will be in the Church
cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Trees, age 68, died
Wednesday at 2:25 a. m. at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
farmer and a member of the
South Pleasant Grove Church.
Born November 19, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late J. N. Treas and
Alcenia Miller Treas.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Marelle Myers Treas, to
whom he was married
November 29, 1930; daughter,
Mrs. Kay Croft, and two
granddaughters, Teresa and
Leah Croft, Evansville, Ind.;
sister, Mrs. Tolbert (Jessie
Dee) Moore, Detroit, Mich.;
two brothers, Curtis Treas,





Mrs. Jettie Allbritten of
Murray died Wednesday at
11:55 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 90 years of age and
the wife of Perry Allbritten
who died December 23, 1971.
The deceased was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born October 9, 1885,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the William
Thomas Fair and Molly
Perkins Fair.
Mrs. Allbritten is survived
by twp daughters, Mrs. Harold
( Laurine ) Elkins, Murray
Route Five, and Mrs. Irene
Lovins, Royal Oak, Mich.; one
son, Yewell Allbritten,
Finland, Minn.; one niece,
Miss Loretta Fair, Murray;
eleven grandchildren; twe,nty-
eight great grandchildren.
Three sons, Otis Hubert
Allbritten, Buron Allbritten,
and Leon Allbritten, preceded
their mother in death.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home With Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and Rev. Gerald Owen
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today ( Thursday).
BIOGRAPHIES—The sixth grade students of Mrs. Opal Howard at Murray
Middle School are saluting the Bicentennial by writing biographies of
members of their families. Last Friday, the subjects of the biographies were
asked to join the class and share some of their experiences.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Unoccuppied Louisville School
Bus Bombed Early This Morning
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A bomb placed in a Louisville-
Jefferson County school bus
exploded early today, causing
extensive damage and
scattering debris as far as 70
feet, police said.
The bus was parked in front
of the home of the driver. No
one was injured in the
explosion, according to police.
The explosion occurred
shortly before 1 a.m. EDT.
The bus was to have been used
later today to transport pupils
to school.
Carl Yates, public in-
formation officer for the
Louisville Police, said police
were trying to determine the
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 3, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 489 Est. 450 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . *5025-5050
US 1-3 5)0-240 lbs $4975-SO SO
US 2-4240-200 lbs . 14900-4975
US 3-4 260-280 ibis t48.00-49.00
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs 840.00-41.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs .. . W.50-41.00
US 1-3 450-650Rn $40 00-41.00 few 41.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. $39.00-40 00
Boars 33.00,35 00
type of bomb used from




sportation of the merged city-
county school system, said the
bus was totally destroyed. lie
said the engine was com-
pletely blown apart, windows
were either shattered or
cracked and a large part of the
bus was burned.
The bus had been used for
what McFadden called a
"double deseg run," meaning
it normally made two trips
each morning and afternoon
transporting pupils from the
inner city to suburban schools.
Court-ordered school
desegregation has been in
effect here since last fall.
About 22,000 of the system's
130,000 pupils are bused for
racial integration.
McFadden said a spare bus
was used to transport those
students who would have
ridden it today, and there
were no delays in getting the
pupils to school.
Today's bombing was not
the first vandalism invalving
school buses since the
Travel Agency Opening
Office In Murray Today
A full service travel agency
office opened today in the
White House office building at
711 Main Street in Murray.
Marjorie M. Major ( Mrs.
William S. Major), a native of
Murray who has just com-
pleted more than ten years'
experience with a travel
agency in Pittsburgh, Pa., is
serving as a travel consultant.
to Murray people and is
representing the Far Lands
Travel Agency, of Mayfield, at
that location.






A Round side for hamburgers, square for grilled
sandwiches Cooks spatterfree in less than
2 minutes. No-stick. 231312108
ra.lr....Warr.."rar-lerrenrWirer.roworrs---r-riiirri








reservationist in the office will
be Sharon Carlisle, a graduate
of the travel agency school of
Atlantic College of Kansas
City, who has been working
for nearly two years as air
reservationist in the office of
Far Lands Travel Agency at
Mayfield, which has been in
business at Mayfield for more
than ten years.
The Murray office will
specialize in tours, cruises,air
trips, rental cars, and hotel
and motel reservations, plus
other usual travel agency
services, such as travel and
flight insurance, Eurail
passes and BritRail for
European travel. The White
House offices are already
equipped with a wealth of
attractive free travel
brochures, and Mrs. Major
will be offering package deals
for domestic and international




and all the other leading
travel wholesalers.
Mrs. Major says an exciting
new development is the ap-
proval by the CAB of "OTC"
charters', whereby individuals
can, subject to certain
restrictions such as 60-day
advance payment, often ob-
tain air travel for as little as
one-half or even one-third the
usual economy air fare. "It
takes an experienced travel
agent to be able to point out
such opportunities," she says.
Bible School Will
Start On Monday
The annual Vacation Bible
School will be held at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church starting
Monday, June 7, and con-
tinuing through Friday, June
''-
Classes for nursery through
grades five and six will be held
each morning from 8:30 to
11:00.
For transportation call 492-
8237, according to Marilyn
Erwin, director.
desegregation plan took ef-
fect. Earlier in the school
year, some buses were burned
and rocks were thrown
through the windows of others
Yates said the bomb had
been placed under the
floorboard of the 66-passenger
vehicle, directly behind the
engine.
Shortly after the explosion,
police and firemen arrived on
the scene at 16th and
Dumesnil streets. The fire on
the bus was quickly brought
under control.
McFadden refused to
speculate on when the bomb
might have been placed on the
bus.
He said the driver, whose
name was not released.
parked the bus in front of his
home late Wednesday af-
ternoon after making his two
trips returning pupils to the
inner city. The bus remained






just off Highway ao, will have
its annual homecoming on
Sunday, June 6.
Bro. L. E. Moore, pastor,
will speak at eleven a. m. with
Sunday School at ten a. m.
A basket dinner will be
. served at noon with singing in
the afternoon featuring some
special groups.
James F. Wilson
Now A Lawyer At
Oak Ridge, Terin.
James F. Wilson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B Wilson of
Murray, recently passed the
Tennessee Bar Examination
and is presently working with
Attorney J. H. McCartt in
Wartburg, Tenn., who will be
retiring soon.
Wilson, a resident of 100
Upsal Road. Oak Ridge,
Tenn., said he later hopes to
open another office in Oak
Ridge.
The new lawyer received his
bachelor's degree in physics
at Murray State University
and went to Oak Ridge in 1966
as a research assistant in
radiation at the National
Laboratory. He received a
master's in health physics
from the University of Ten-
nessee in 1971, and has
completed all the
requirements for a doctorate
in physics except for the
dissertation.
Wilson said he decided to go
to law school because I saw
physics as a dead end for me,
and I can still use my science
background, working ir. en-
vironmental law and land use
law."
The former Murray man
graduated from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee Law School
in December. During law
school, he was on the dean's
list, a member of the Student
Bar Association, and active in
numerous other activities. He
has clerked in three law firms
at Oak Ridge. Two days a
week Wilson travels to I'T to
teach a course in business law.
lie is also director of
Elographics, Inc.
Wilson is married and has
two children, Melissa I aigh
and James Ryan.
Reagan Says He Might Send
Troops To Rhodesia If Asked
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) ---
Ronald Reagan says if he is elected
president he might send American
troops to white-ruled Rhodesia if the
government there asked for help to
preserve peace.
Reagan also said that as chief
executive he would propose legislation
to prevent forced busing of students.
The former California governor,
challenging President Ford for the
Republican presidential nomination,
responded to questions about Rhodesia
at an appearance Wednesday before
the Sacramento Press Club.
Later, at a fund-raising party in the
San Francisco suburb of Cupertino,
Reagan told supporters, "It isn't true.
I'm not going to declare war on
Rhodesia. I made the mistake of
speaking to the press club over in
Sacramento. You have to be careful
About what you say."
Reagan has spent the last several
days campaigning in his home state,
which offers 167 nominating delegates
in next Tuesday's winner-take-all GOP
primary election.
Ford, meantime, was in Washington
where he said he expects to win the
Republican nomination on the first
ballot. He forecast victories in the Ohio
and New Jersey primaries. He did not
comment on his loss of the Montana and
South Dakota primaries to Reagan on
Tuesday.
The President now has 805 of the 1,130
delegates needed for the nomination.
Reagan has won 654.
Former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter,
the front-runner in the race for the
Democratic nomination, left California
Wednesday for Ohio after two days of
campaigning. His departure was only a
couple of hours before California's
governor, Edmund G. Brown Jr.,
returned to his home state after a
campaign swing through New Jersey.
Carter leads in delegates with 898 of
the needed 1,505. Brown, whose cam-
paign started late, has only 22.'z
delegates, but he claimed the biggest
share of delegates elected Tuesday in
Rhode Island.
Idaho Sen. Frank Church, another of
the Democratic candidates, fell ill in
Los Angeles with strep throat and a
fever and canceled or delayed
appearances in Northern California.
Arizona Rep. Morris Udall, who trails
Ford Expected To Propose
Legislation Against Busing
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford may ask
Congress to create a national
council that would negotiate
local school desegregation
plans in an effort to avoid
court-ordered busing.
The proposed legislation
also would place new
restrictions on federal judges
and could rule out city-wide
integration Plans in some
cases.
Ford expects to decide "as
soon as possible" on details of
the legislative proposal he has
promised to send Congress,
White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said Wednesday.
The President, his key aides
and three Cabinet members
discussed the legislative plan
in a 90-minute session Wed-
nesday. "There were no
decisions made at the
meeting,- Nessen said.
Nessen said Ford plans to
talk with civil rights and
congressional leaders before
reaching a final decision.
The Wednesday meeting
focused on draft legislation
prepared by Atty. Gen.
Edward H. Levi and the
Justice Department and other
proposals offered by David
Mathews, secretary of the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. labor
Secretary W.J. Usery also
attended the session.
The legislation would
establish a national council to
mediate desegregation
disputes in local communities.
a Justice Department official
said. The make-up of such a
council was not learned but at
least some members would be
appointed by the president.
The proposal is designed to




The Hazel and Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Churches will hold a joint
Vacation Bible School at the
Mason's Chapel Church




through eighth grade will
begin each morning at 8:45
and close at 11:00 a. m. The
theme for the week will be
"God's Love Is Jesus."
All children are invited to
attend and for information or





and memorial day services
will be held Sunday, June 6, at
the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church.
Sunday School will be at
10:00 a. m. with the morning
worship at 11:00 with Rev.
Dewey Stubblefield, a former
resident of Calloway County
and now residing at Canton, as
speaker.
A basket dinner will be
served at noon followed by a
gospel sining in the afternoon
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are
urged to attend.
before a federal court imposes
a mandatory plan.
Without disclosing details,
Nessen said Mathews outlined
for Ford several approaches
to help local school districts





Church of Christ, located just
west of Lynn Grove on High-
way 94, will have a weekend
gospel meeting on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, June 4-
6.
Bio. Roy-J. Herr Of the
Memphis School of Preaching,
Memphis, Tenn., will be the
speaker for the services at
7:30 p. m. on Friday and
Saturday and at eleven a. in.
on Sunday.
Song leader for the church
services will be Coleman
Reeder.
Bible study will be held at
ten a. in. on Sunday.
Carter in delegates with 3054z, cam-
paigned in Ohio.
Reagan, in Sacramento, said he
didn't think an actual commitment of
American troops to Rhodesia would be
necessary to preserve the peace during
a transition of power to the black
majority.
"They are fighting these guerrillas
from across the border and doing very
well. Whether it would be enough to
have simply a show of strength, or
whether you have to go in with oc-
cupation forces or not, I don't know,"
Reagan said.
Reagan said he would be willing to
send troops "if the government there
said that a token show ... is necessary."
Reagan's campaign staff chief, Mike
Deaver, told reporters later that
Reagan was raising the Rhodesian
issue again because he wanted to avoid
"the same misinterpretation" of his
views that occurred concerning
Panama.
Deaver said that when Reagan said
he would defend Panama like any other
"sovereign" territory of the United
States, this was incorrectly interpreted
to mean "he wants to go to war."
which the court steps in and
orders massive busing."
The other major feature of
the proposed legislation is the
new restriction on federal
judges.
The plan would require the
courts to determine how much
segregation was caused by
official government acts, such
as maintaining separate
schools for black students or
drawing district boundaries in





Methodist Church will have its
annual Vacation Bible School
starting Monday, June 7, and
continuing through Friday,
Junell.
Classes for nursery through
sixth grade will be held from
9:30 to 11:30 a. m. each day,
according to Mrs. David
Palmer, director, and Rev.
Charles Yancy, church pastor,
who invite all children of the
community to attend.
SONO.
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Provo of stock of local Wale at Baia
EDT. today, formatted to the Laker &
Tbnea by Fire( of Michigan, Ceep., el
Morn), are as follows
•
U.S Homes  +14
Kaufman & Browd 7% VW
Ponderosa Systems 984 -Lb
Kimberly Clark 42% +44
Uruon Carbide  -444
91, R . Grace 25s
Texaco 28%
General Dec 52% +4
GAF Corp.14% -1*eorgiaacitic 
514 +4
Parer—   . Vum,
Jan Walters 404. tine
Kirsch 155. une
Disney 524
Franklin Mint 31La ±;11f
Prices of works of local Interest et noon
today furnished to the Ledger it TImes by
I la Sumo Co are as follows
odustrial Avg +1.06
Airco 29% -4
Amer. Motors S. uric
Ashland Oil 28% -%
AT&T.54% +%
Ford 5614 +2
Gen. Motors 684 +4
Gen. Tire 1951 +SI
Goodrich  275.
Gulf Oil 2651 +1/4
Penn wait 34% law




Western Union--  . Mame
Zenith 31ko -Ns
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.1,
no change.
Below dam 301.6, down 2.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.1,
down 0.1.
Below dam 310.3, down 2.6.
Sunset 8:11 p.m. Sunrise
5:38 a.m.
Moon sets 11 :42 p.m.
ATTENTION! Special Release Offer
Kentucky Artist
J. W. HARRIS
Releases Limited Edition of the
HOTEL. IRVIN COBB
PADUCAH'S LANDMARK BUILDING
PRINTS NOW AVAILABLE in FULL COLOR, SIZE 18 X20
Everyone is invited to a signing party
being held on Thursday June 10 from 6-9 p. m. at the
Gallery Unlimited, Chestnut St., Murray.
Stop in and see this beautiful print and meet the artist.
Co-sponsored by the
Gallery Unlimited 8. Susanne's Fine Arts of Custom Framing
Refreshments will be served.
.............................................................................
Return this coupon and remittance with your order for the Hotel IrvinCobb Print within 10 days and receive a Bicrtennial Gift from the At--
10 a 11 14 signed print of Mt. Vernon, Georg* Washington's Home.
J. W. Harris, P. 0. Box 307, Murray, Ky. 42071
500 Numbered t Signed  525.00 ea.2,500 signed  S20.00 ea.
Add 57 SO ie. Potfoow L Handling)
Pleas, send  Print(s) signed by the artist. I encloseS _
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